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PUBLISHERôS NOTE   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I love the beginning of the New Year. It is time were you push 
the reset button and move toward a bright future.  I have de-
clared 2016 the year of the ñCreatorsò 
 
This declaration is in harmony with ACS family of compa-
niesô (ACS Magazine, ACS Gallery and Arts & Cultural 
Strategies Consulting Division) mission is to provide a rich 
culturally rewarding experience to the general public; promote 
emerging to international established visual artists, curators, 
art centers, musicians, dancers, artistic directors, or other ar-
rays of artistic genres; create a significant economic impact 
with artists communities; to amplify international cultural 
exchange & exhibitions; increase visibility for artists, nurture 
artistsô communities globally; and act as a catalyst to foster 
corporate sponsorships and endorsements.  
 
The ACS Magazine provides our audience with a front row 
seat and a behind the scenes view of the inner workings of the 
art world with its colorful players and the cultures that are 
enriched from these creative minds. 

 
 
ACS is committed to supporting STAND FOR THE ARTS  because the project is in line with the philosophy, mission and 
our core companiesô values.   
 
As a Publisher that is why I have taken the pledge to STAND FOR THE ARTS. ACS would like to give special thanks to 
Ovation TV for relaunching STAND FOR THE ARTS in 2016!  
 
Have you taken the pledge to STAND FOR THE ARTS?  Wouldnôt now be a great time to pledge? Come on take the pledge 

now at www.standforthearts.com/take-the-pledge.  

 

Your support and call to action is crucial to the arts.  Join us and together we can make a different in 2016 . 

 

WATCH {ǘŀƴŘ CƻǊ ¢ƘŜ !Ǌǘǎτ!Ǌǘǎ !ŘǾƻŎŀŎȅ ±ƛŘŜƻ - hǾŀǝƻƴ 

 
 

 

Cheers! 

Renée LaVerné Rose 
Publisher, Gallerist, Curator, & Artist  
Arts & Cultural Strategies, Inc. 

renee@acs-mag.com 
www.acs-mag.com 
 

 

http://www.standforthearts.com/take-the-pledge
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THE LAUGHING COUPE 

Rick and Carolyn Hunt  



 

 

 

Meet Rick Hunt    

Rick Hunt was born in Littleton, New Hampshire on a freezing February day with a black eye and urinating on the doctor. Rick attended local schools and was the kid who 

won most of the poster contests having been drawing since he could hold a crayon.   Rickôs cousin Butch taught him how to draw Elvis's profile on a large wallpaper sample 

book his father brought home when he was about four. 

Risk said with a smile on his face ñIn third grade in art class we were asked as a class to draw a vase of flowers that the teacher had placed in front of the classroom.  I drew 

the Beatles instead and was taken to task by the teacher who held up my drawing and exclaimed, "You will NEVER get anywhere doing this!!ò Since then, Rick has done 

the cover art for three (3) albums by the Beatles related group, the Birds of Paradox who boasts band members from Paul's WINGS and John's Elephant Memory Band!  

When Rick was around twelve (12) he was taken to Provincetown, Massachusetts by a family friend who was a painter. She brought Rick to studios and galleries and even 

visited Robert Motherwell! Later on, Rick overheard his mother talking to his aunt on the phone stating ñAll Rick wants to do is wear sandals and grow a beard! I fear that 

he is going to become one of those Provincetown weirdo's!!"  Rick says ñVoila!! Look at me now!!ò   

In his teens Rick started carrying art supplies and a sketchbook everywhere he went.  Rick would sit in fields and barns to draw and would hitch hike everywhere drawing 

for a sandwich or a couch to crash on. In short, he became a serious vagabond artist.  It was in the school library in 6th grade (fresh-out-of-college librarian; whose name 

Rick really wish he remembered), who knew that he had a serious interest in art.  The school librarian gifted Rick with her art history textbook that was about five (5) inches 

thick and full of photos by classical and modern artists. Rick literally carried that book everywhere under his arm and even in gym class!! A very fortunate thing happened to 

Rick when he was fifteen (15) years old.  The professor of art at local Franconia College took Rick under his wing by assigning Rick books to read, projects to do, every 

Saturday morning in his exotic pipe tobacco smelling studio! Kenneth Westhaver (a world renowned painter and printmaker) soon started having Rick in his classes at the 

college.  

Rick was the youngest student there and was enrolled in figure drawing classes. Where as a young teen boy he would hide his embarrassment by sketching duck bills on the 
models faces.  Rick also attended Massachusetts College of Art in Boston, Mass for illustration and painting.  Rick started showing his work in shows, galleries, and muse-
ums.  Rick has devoted his entire life thus far to the process of creativity and he feels he is blessed for it. Besides being Rock icon Angie Bowie's partner-in-art-crime (David 

Bowieôs ex-wife), publishing books and co-hosting Angie Bowie's weekly radio program, Rick is also the visual component of Laughing Couple. The Laughing Couple 
consist of his wife Carolyn and Rick performing storytelling all over New England, ,New York, New Jersey and beyond! 

Ren®e LaVern® Rose, Publisher & Editor-in-Chief  
As the publisher of ACS Magazine I thoroughly enjoyed learning about the Laughing Couple.  I had to stop numerous times editing the 
article and would break out in laughter. Rick and Carolyn Hunt are sure to bring some joy and laughter into your life!  Most importantly 
Rick and Carolyn are an exemplary example of why it is imperative the general public have access to arts/culture to have a healthy, pro-

ductive society. Isnôt that what life is supposed to be about?  So sit back and enjoy this story on the Laughing Couple; it will heal your 
soul. 
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Meet Carolyn Hunt 

Carolyn Hunt being the oldest of eight children (between both parents) it was her responsibility to keep the younger siblings "occupied". This was easy as 

her mother, RoseAnne, being an avid reader herself, always had books for the children. In addition, the siblings all had their own library cards which they 

dutifully used weekly. They were each allowed five (5) books per week. Each weeknight before bedtime, RoseAnne read one book from each of them. 

Saturdays the children stayed "up late" and went for ice cream. Sundays were their "day off". 

It was not long before Carolynôs reading skills surpassed her age group. When Carolynôs Great Aunt Dot learned of this, she immediately began her pen-

pal writing her every other week. The Great Aunt did her the tremendous favor of writing to her as if she were an adult. Her Great Aunt also provided Car-

olyn with a dictionary to look up the words she did not understand. Carolyn was then expected to use that word(s) in her return letter, with proper applica-

tion. 

Further, Carolyn read through the entire contents of their small local library pretty quickly. One day, as I Carolyn was scouring the lower shelves way back 

in the far corner when she happened upon a small, very old looking book. It is title was simply Glooscap Stories, she checked it out and brought it home. 

Being of Western Abenaki ancestry, these stories resonated with something deep inside of Carolyn. This dusty, worn relic of a book got Carolyn onto a trail 

of searching for stories related to her ancestral bloodlines. It was these stories that would later lead Carolyn onto the path of becoming Laughing Couple 
with her husband (Rick Hunt), years later. 



 

 

Rick and Carolyn were into their second year together. Rick was firekeeping at a local powwow. That same weekend, Carolynôs step-son was away at band 
camp and it was really their first opportunity to just be the two of them. Or so they thought. Upon arriving and setting up our camp. Three young boys, being 
sons of some vendors, sought them out.  What prompted this Carolyn will never know. The following morning, two more pre-teen boys had found them and 
they all became "ours" for the weekend. Needless to say, there was lots of chatter and laughing happening. 
 
Carolyn shares ñOne boy in particular took a strong shine to us and us to him. This boy, Joey, when asked by his mother about his whereabouts, pointed 
towards the Sacred Fire and said ñover there with that laughing couple." Later that evening, Joey's mother came over to meet us and to make certain we had 
no nefarious plans for her son. This is how we learned that we had been named "that laughing couple" by Joey.ò 
 
To that date Rick and Carolyn have sporadically been doing their storytelling throughout the state. Soon, without any real effort on their parts, the requests 
began coming in more frequently. Several months later, they decided that maybe it was time to take their storytelling more seriously. It was time to come up 
with a name for themselves. So, Rick and Carolyn sat down at the kitchen table with a notepad. Not one single name that they came up with seemed to be a 
good fit. After a little more than an hour, Carolyn hesitantly suggested to Rick that maybe they should just use the name they had already been given. Rick 
sat back in his chair and said "I was just thinking the very same thing." Hence the Laughing Couple was born. 
 
Carolyn does not really feel that they have been "branded" per say. She thinks that, as time passed and Laughing Couple became more well-known, that the 
title of Native Storyteller manifested on its own. Further, Carolyn considers herself to be more of a story "sharer" than a teller.  Carolyn feels that this ap-
proach is much more user friendly and encourages people to become part of the performance. 
 
Carolyn always allow, when time permits, extra time after their presentation for a Q&A session afterwards. Regardless of where they present, or the age of 
their audience, people always want to come up to them afterwards. Rick and Carolyn always receive plenty of questions about Rick's artwork, their regalia, 
the stories they share and how they integrate being "Native" into a "modern" lifestyle. 
 
Rick and Carolyn are also nearly always approached by someone who, themselves, has Native ancestry. Very often, in approaching us, it is the first time 
their "blood" has been spoke of out loud.  
 
Rick and Carolyn believe it is through their active sharing, rather than a passive telling, that draws people in to them that allows them the ability to own who 
they really are in an open and non-judgmental atmosphere. 
 
Carolyn shares ñEven prior to having met Rick, I collected whatever books I could find on Native American lore and history. With the advent of Laughing 
Couple, we have turned our focus more to the stories and culture of the Peoples of the American North East.ò 
 
Carolyn always begin by writing out a story she wishes to add, edit and refine it until it feels right. Then she begins working on its timing, with more editing. 
Once its time length has been settled, Carolyn begins her rehearsals. Only when Carolyn feels fully comfortable with a story do they add it to our repertoire.ò 
Rick adds ñI rise anywhere between 3:00 a.m. to 5:00a.m. to slurp down one cup of coffee and to start drawing. It is no exaggeration to say that I literally 
spend any free moment to draw and create. I do not watch television and few movies. I spend my time listening to music and drawing at my corner living 
room computer desk, which gives me roughly a space about two (2) feet by two (2) feet to work my magic on.  This is not how I go about doing larger pieces 
and paintings. For that I use a larger space where I can leave out art supplies. (What I need is a barn!)ò 
 
Rick gathers his inspiration from myriad places (music, dreams, life experience, etc.). His favorite subject matter is drawing people because no two is alike. 
Rick loves the changing postures and facial expressions. He is a people-watcher. When he is creating the four (4) foot by eight (8) foot spontaneous murals 
at Laughing Couple events, it takes roughly an hour to produce the images for the traditional stories that Carolyn shares. Carolyn can tell the same story 
seventy-five times and each time, the mural is drawn differently. Rick is a very visual person so all it takes is hearing one word to conjure a movie reel roll-
ing in his head. Ironically, Rick is a guy who would rather create images rather than talk about them. 
 
Carolyn says ñLike theater or movies, people always enjoy a "good show". Not only are our stories shared in a way that invites everyone in, Rick's artwork is 
a huge draw for people (no pun intended Ha!). Many people never get to see the creative process in action. All they ever experience is the finished artwork. 
Watching Rick draw as the story unfolds has an almost hypnotic effect on people. It is not uncommon to see audience members sitting forward in their seats, 
their mouths literally hanging open, eyes glued to Rick's dancing marker.ò 
 
Rick shares ñWhat I hope people get from watching a Laughing Couple performance is inspiration to be creative themselves, entertainment, and educational 
information. Carolyn and I view ourselves as "ambassadors" for our people and culture so that they will hopefully leave a performance knowing more about 
Native culture, (In our case northeast woodland Algonquian/ Abenaki). I want to inspire people with excitement about finding and using their own creative 
power to enhance daily life, so they can explore their own stories and culture.ò 
 
Carolyn says ñThe performances and live drawings it is very much like theater. Rehearsals, regalia, accoutrements, the mural wall being set up, testing the 
microphone and speakers, and lighting. I then set out my clock in a discrete location and the 'show" begins. But I am only half of what goes on. I am the road 
crew and the audio to Rick's performance. I rarely get looked at during the show. Afterwards, it is Rick's autograph the children seek out, Rick's applause 
when he is finished and announces that they mural now belongs to them. In the event our sponsor can't keep the mural, it is a free for all when we announce 
the drawing needs a good home. But I don't mind. He deserves to shine and I am glad to compliment what he does. He's the Rock Star. However, oddly, it is 
me they come to when they want to talk Indian stuff".  
 
Rick continues ñOne of the best experiences we have had as Laughing Couple happened at the Abbe Museum in Bar Harbor, Maine when we were present-
ing a, Dancing With The Pen workshop. The museum had quickly filled up the morning session and there were still people calling in to attend so they asked 
us to do an afternoon session as well The ages that we were presenting to were six (6) to twelve (12). However, a middle-aged woman called the museum 
asking if she could PLEASE attend the workshop. We thought why not, after all the workshop is designed to inspire people's creativity, to draw, listen to 
music, and have some fun! So, we invited this woman to attend. Attendees were encouraged to play while drawing and to create in the spaces on their paper 
whatever the spontaneous shapes brought to mind. I wandered over to the table where the woman was and witnessed the most wonderful display of beautiful 
and unique artistry! I was spellbound by what she was creating and witnessed to her that she was quite talented and encouraged her to pursue her art, which 
had been continually put down by her family as "silliness". No one around her had ever acknowledged her talent or the fact that she was indeed a real, artist! 
By simply acknowledging her talent and encouraging her to continue, this woman seemingly sprouted butterfly wings and a huge smile! We later heard that 
she was flying on her own pursuing her art. Sometimes all it takes is affirmation of one's talent and a little encouragement and acknowledgement to give 
them the permission they seek to create. It is experiences such as this that affirms what the Laughing Couple is attempting to accomplish in our mission 
which is to simply inspire folks to be creative.ò 
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Well, the stories Rick and Carolyn share have existed for centuries. Carolyn says ñThey were the schooling that native children had. Each story carries more than 

one message within it. They teach us how to not be in the world. They are the guidelines to living life in the proper way. Thus, the stories are a very integral part of 

the overall Abenaki culture and identity.ò 

 With more awareness now being given to Native Peoples nationwide, there is a deepening interest in who Rick and Carolyn are as a people and how they fit into 

the dominant culture. What Rick and Carolyn offer falls snuggly into these categories. However, Carolyn thinks that what makes them really stand out as a way of 

connecting to the Native culture is their open and playful approach. Rick and Carolyn are not the typical "stoic Indian" giving a lifeless lecture. Rick and Carolyn 

blend their past and present together in a way that encourages inclusion and a sense of connecting with another peoples' way of being. When people feel connected 

in with Rickôs and Carolynôs presentations, they remember it in greater detail and for longer periods than a lecture approach allows.  

Rick shares ñI believe that a creative outlet is important for everyone to grow as a whole person. Creativity is a way to problem-solve, a way to think, a way to be. 

Without creativity or the arts humankind would have never evolved. Creative arts/cultural programs are important to help maintain a person's balance. I have come 

to this belief from my own experiences with art my entire life. I can say with conviction that with creativity and the arts I know for a fact I would have not survived 

as a living entity. Art can mean so much to different people. Creating evolves the soul by showing that there is no box to be outside of. Creativity can be used as 

therapy, both personally and for others. Art is indeed a language, a way to communicate with the outside world and start dialogues about important life issues. Art 

can continue the links that are part and parcel of cultures. It can create new cultures. It can let individuals be heard. We all know that art can be decorative (but 

some of the best you might not want hanging over your sofa). Art programs are important in the educational system. Art encourages individual free-thinking and 

this is probably one reasons that some educational systems are not invested in the arts. It is because I believe in the positive power of creativity and experience it 

daily myself. I am a firm believer in encouraging and fostering creativity in any form.ò 

Many of Rick and Carolyn venues rely heavily upon educational and/or cultural grants to be able to invite them in to share with them. Between Rick's murals and 

the historical/cultural aspect of the stories themselves, Rick and Carolyn are able to fit into more than one peg hole. This versatility allows them into schools and 

other venues that would not be open to either one of them were they acting independently of one another. Without these programs, Rick and Carolyn have no audi-

ence. Further, the children, the next generation coming up, is then deprived of the opportunity to experience alternative cultures thereby growing into adults with 

more narrowed, less educated ideas about those cultures, sometimes to the very detriment of that culture's survival. 

What Rick and Carolyn have accomplished as the Laughing Couple in the community (schools, colleges, and at cultural events) demonstrates to people that their 

Native culture still exists and are vibrant. Rick and Carolyn have inspired others to explore their own cultures and history by simply being out there sharing their 

history. Rick and Carolyn have been told numerous individuals who have seen their public performances. They always chat with their audience after shows. Rick 

says ñIt is in fact, one of the things that I enjoy about sharing what we do with others. I prefer having, ñfriendsò rather than "fans". We present as our authentic 

selves and not as an "act". By our performances we advocate for others by the sharing of traditional stories and by encouraging other artists to find their own chan-

nels of expression and to share with others. Carolyn always reminds our audience that if they share the story with others that they too become storytellers.  Person-

ally I have advocated for the arts in my hometown area by having been a board member for a local arts school for five (5) years (The Littleton Studio School).ò 

Rick and Carolyn always advocate in any way they can for the arts and cultural Programs. We offer free advertising of these venues on their Facebook page and 

website. Rick and Carolyn network within and outside of their Native community. They are always seeking ways of promoting other native peoples in any way 

they can, making introductions within their network as each need arises.  

Rick and Carolyn feel extremely fortunate to have been able to be the Laughing Couple over the last several years. By the standards accorded in our culture, they 
believe it is their human obligation, not only to the artisan but to the greater American community, to help others as much as they are possible. 



 

 

Whatôs your advice for emerging artist considering the changing landscape of the art world? 
Carolyn ñI don't feel as though it really is in our very nature to "advise" emerging artisans. We will do all we can to help them along their path, more often 
than not by simply sharing our experiences and what we have encountered along the way. We encourage them to think outside the box and assist in their 
being more objective to what avenues lie before them. Like snowflakes, every person's path is their own. Their experiences are exclusively theirs. I feel that 
we simply teach by doing.ò 
 
Rick continues ñMy advice to any person in the arts is just, keep on doing what you are doing. Don't compare your work to other artists. Appreciate what 
others do and accomplish. If you love what you do and put love into your creations, I have found that there are others who will love it too. I have seen art that 
young children have done and have thought to myself, Dang! I wish I had thought to draw the moon that way!" Also, attempt to exercise your artistic eye. 
Carry a camera around and take pics of random things that catch your eye (the angle of a building, shadows, colors, shapes, perspective, subject matter). 
Pretend that you just landed on this planet. Look at things with new eyes. What are those little rectangles on the hillside? You will notice that trees are not 
shaped the same way. Look at things through the eyes of a child. Show your art when you can. Don't become insulted or disappointed if someone isn't into 
your Art. you will find others who are. Be ready to take on a "Joe job" if necessary to support your art supply habit.  Befriend other artists. become part of 
your local Arts community. Be open to collaboration with other artists. 
 
The benefits of Arts and/or Cultural Awareness programs cannot be stressed enough. Carolyn feels that ñThey are critical to the future of our Nation, Native 
and dominant both. When a child, or even an adult, lives in a world with no experiences of a way of life that differs from their own, they will believe that 
their way of life, their culture as it were, is the only and best option, period. Our programs allow the mind to broaden, to be open to alternatives, to see beyond 
the status quo.  The greater the assortment of exposure to other cultures a child can be exposed to, and participate in, the greater their ability to discern, to 
integrate, to seek alternatives, to compromise, to explore and to accept.ò 
 
She continues ñIt is like a horse wearing blinders. It can only see what is directly in front of it as long as it is no closer than three (3) feet. This is an extremely 
narrow view for an animal that needs to turn its head to see you better. Their view range is reduced to a very small percentage of their natural range. A horse 
with blinders on it nearly blind to everything outside of this tiny, narrow view. Now, remove those blinders from that horse. What does it experience? Well, 
it's line of sight goes from roughly ten (10) degrees to nearly 160 degrees.  It can see ahead of itself all the way around to behind itself. It is free to turn its 
head so that it can see you more clearly. It can more clearly see what is coming up to it, determine if it is good or bad and it can then act accordingly. A horse, 
free of blinders, sees the whole world. As such, it is a happier, more relaxed animal than it is with its view of the variances of the world cut off. ñ 
 
Carolyn says ñIn general, the more a child can experience other ways of being, the more empathetic, compassionate and understanding they will be as adults. 
As for adults, the stories are a gentle way to introduce alternatives in a non-threatening way.  From our own experiences, we often are approached by children 
and adults alike, who reveal that they have an ancestor of native blood. They are always, without fail, surprised when we respond "That makes you a Native 
too". We've also experiences people who come up to us and, sometimes in an almost apologetic way, tell us that they are Native. For many, this self-identity 
has been closely kept to the shadows from one generation to the next.ò 
 
Carolyn illustrates  ñwe had just finished a presentation at a senior center. Afterwards, we were approached by a woman in her nineties who had native blood. 
She told us that, not only had our presentation, but our very presence dressed in our regalia, encouraged her to say, out loud, for the very first time in her life 
"I am Native". By simply being ourselves, doing what we love best we have inadvertently created a space where people feel safe enough to claim their own 
heritage.  Sometimes it is with great pride, sometimes with hesitancy, sometimes even a little fear.  By removing their mindset from either/or or black/white, 
we are the conduit through which they can see all of the myriad shades of grey that make up this world we all live in. Rick and I always feel humbled and 
honored when someone shares their story with us. It doesn't get any better than this.ò 
 
Rick states ñI think art awareness programs are beneficial to society if for no other reason than that we need a lot less violence in our world. Allowing people 
to create and become artists of any kind helps to raise individual consciousness about the beauty and wonder that is in our world and our relationship to it. It 
reminds people that our home, ñMother Earthò, needs to be taken care of and saved! Part of Laughing Couple's "mission", as I see it, is to hopefully raise 
peoplesô consciousness about one's own place in society, in the world, and ultimately, one's own life. This might sound like a lofty goal, but today we need to 
think big. Every action, word, and even thought, influences how we are in the world and even to how other's view us. Art teaches an appreciation for life!ò 
Rick says ñthat has been my experience.ò 
 
Carolyn Future Endeavors - ñIn regards to future endeavors with the Laughing Couple, well.....it is always in flux.  So much depends upon our venues being 
able to secure funds to have us. If money were no object, we'd be living on the road.ò 
 
In recent years, we have seen several of our venues vanish due to lack of funding. This, in addition to roster rotations, keeps us on the ocean's swells. But 
currently, we have several programs penciled in as well as independent projects we are working on, involved with. 
 
ñWe have also expanded our offerings to better compete in a growing market with shrinking funds. In our line of work, specialization can be fatal. Diversity 
will keep us alive.ò 
 
ñIn addition to creating his fabulous murals, Rick also offers workshops in experiential drawing, called Dancing With Pen. With this alternative, children and 
adults alike are encouraged to step out of their artistic comfort zones. A wide assortment of music is incorporated into these workshops. Afterwards each 
student is called up by name to discuss what they have created and what it means to them to utilize broader parameters.ò 
 
 As for Carolyn, she has begun offering historic/cultural talks about the Peoples of the Northeast region. Artifacts and other items are always out on display 
and are available for touching and handling. This tactile experience to Carolyn casual lectures is, what she has noticed, the key link to the student being part 
of the story rather than just being a passive listener. 
 
Rick finishes by saying ñBesides being half of the Laughing Couple duo, as a visual artist I am working with the amazing Angie Bowie on a number of pro-
jects now and also for the future. Angie and I have become a Creative Duo in and of ourselves. We have published two books that she wrote and I illustrated 

(Cat' Astrophe and Fancy Footwork). We have a number of book projects in various stages of completion. In conjunction with producing books, as of the date 
of this writing we have had fifty-nine shows on the Angie Bowie and Rick Hunt Blog Talk Radio Show. We use the show as a forum to highlight artists, 
musicians, writers, and other people in or associated with the Arts. Thus, another way to promote the arts community. This winter I will be creating a mini-
mum of twenty-five large paintings that are intended for exhibits in New York City and London along with Ms. Bowie. I continue to create album cover art 
for musicians.ò 

 

Visit the laughing couple website at  www.laughingcouple.com  

 
 
 

http://www.laughingcouple.com/
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 Drawings by Rick Hunt 



 

 

The Hunts doing a presentation at the New Boston School 
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Drawings by Rick Hunt 
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 ROBERTO ALBORGHETTI 
 

Italy Correspondent 

ROBERTO ALBORGHETTI 
 
Professional Reporter, Author, Visual Artist and Journalist, Founder of Lacer/actions Project 
 
Professional journalist, author (biographies, interviews, stories), visual artist and photographer, Roberto Alborghetti has worked at magazines and 
newspapers and he produced TV documentaries.  
 
Founder and Editor in chief of magazines concerning didactic, education and edutainment, he leads workshops about media literacy and image edu-

cation. Prizes and Awards; Premio Acqui Terme, Premio Beppe Viola, Premio Anmil Safety in Work, the European Award for Environmental Re-

porting. Parliament. 

He has created "Lacer/Actions", a multidisciplinary project that involves image reading and urban researches. Pics of torn and decomposed posters, 
natural cracks and scratches, urban signs become canvases, lithographic prints, textile designs, collages, video clips. In 2009 Roberto Alborghetti 
published an album-portfolio which gathers a small selections of images taken during his research about the so called "Torn (public) City". He par-
ticipated at "Parallax Art Fair" in London (October 2011, Royal Opera Arcade). His "Colors of an Apocalypse" Exhibition took place at Aldobran-
desca Rocca, a XIII Century Fortress in Tuscany (Monte Amiata, Siena) for 100 days (2012-2013). One of his works is displayed at New Permanent 
Collection of Contemporary Art in Marche (Mercatello sul Metauro, Italy). In 2013 he led "Contemplations and Lacer/actions" project, with Scripts 
by Thomas From Bergamo (1563-1631). Roberto Alborghetti collected so far about 60.000 images. In 2014 he created "Lacer/actions on Alumini-
um" (11 installations for Fai private collection). 

Visit Roberto Alborghetti  on his website :  http://robertoalborghetti.wordpress.com 
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Tuscany: The Magic of An Extraordinary Medieval Crypt 
 

by Roberto Alborghetti  Italy Correspondent 

In Abbadia San Salvatore, on Amiata Mount (Tuscany, Italy) there is a magical and capturing place. You find it on the ancient abbey church 
which gave the town its name. It is an  extraordinary and moving Longobard Crypt. Where you may breath the history and the beauty of one of the most 
fascinating Tuscany towns.  
 
According the documents, the Crypt was built in the VIII Century in Greek cross and built before the church. It was restored in XX Century and now we 
may admire it in all its beauty. When I visited it I really felt astonished by its magic. It shows the so called ñforestò of 36 columns: they are  really amazing 
for their elegance and decoration. They are made in various shapes; some of them are round, with different sculpured ornaments. Also the beautiful capitals 
are sculptured in various shapes, as palm leaves, loto flowers or animal heads. Legend has it that there is the tomb of Erfone.  
 
The abbey was founded in 750 by the Longobard King Ratchis, right in the very spot where the Trinity is said to have appeared to him under a white fir 
tree (but other documents telling that it was founded by the Longobard Nobleman Erfo). This place has a special history that you can experience through 
Francesco Nasiniôs sixteenth century frescoes hosted in the same church. The abbey was dedicated to the Saviour, which was typical of that people and in 
the tradition of christian religion. It rose on the east side of Amiata Mount in order to reclaim the surrounding woods and forests. It also overlooked the Via 
Francigena (the medieval road leading to Rome) running through the Paglia Valley. 
 
The imperial abbey greatly developed in the Carolingian period thanks to Charlemagneós and Ludovickós confirmation of its landed properties and 
privileges. Around the year 1000, under Abbot Winizo, it increased its power by acquiring new territories. The church and the crypt were rebuilt in 1036. 
In 1228 the monastery passed to the Cistercians. It was suppressed by grand-duke Pietro Leopoldo in 1782 and re-opened later. 
 
 In the year 1087, a certain Miciarello and his wife Gualdrada made a donation in favour of the monastery of St Saviour. Below the donation document, the 
notary Ranieri signed three verses, commonly known as Cartula Amiatina (The Amiata Footnote). This extemporary poem represents to linguists the first 
voice of vernacular coming from Tuscany. That is, the first expressions recording the evolution of the Italian language. 
 
But this is not the only important document about Amiata History. Till XIX Century, the monastery hosted the famous Bibbia Amiatina ï The Amiata 
Bible  ï which is considered the oldest latin version ever known. The Amiata Bible ï a real art masterpiece, written by amanuensis monks ï is now kept in 
Florence, but we may see a photo-reproduction in the  museum of the abbey. 
 
The abbey and all the Medieval historical centre are telling us how Abbadia San Salvatore was important in the past. All its area is rich in history and 
traditions, that to a great extent can be found in documents in the old archive belonging to the monastery dedicated to the Saviour at Amiata Mount. The 
archive contains many references to the importance and power of the abbey, but little or no reference is made to the early Medieval history of the 
surrounding land and area, or about the people who used to live there. 
 
The castle of Abbadia is first mentioned in a document dating to 1203, which shows that the community was came under the aegis of a communal 
hierarchy headed by a Podest¨, under the political control of Orvieto. A few years later, the strenght and power of this communal organization are 
described in the ñbill of freedomò (carta delle libert¨) granted in 1212 to communal chancellors by the Abbot of the San Salvatore monastery. 
 
The pattern of settlements in the area of Abbadia was defined around the mid-XII Century, when under the pressure of external threats, the local 
population, up until then scattered over the surrounding countryside, came together within one large fortified settlement. 
 
The historical center is a well kept fortress-village, where you may walk through incredible narrow streets and squares, all built with the local grey stone. 
You may admire the Servadio Theatre (1873), a tiny but fascinating place. It was built thanks to the initiative of the Carli and Gragnoli families. It is 
dedicated to Giacomo Servadio (XIX Century) a Florentine member of Italian Parliament, banker, musician and theatre producer. Between the end of XIX 
Century and the beginning of the XX, the building was the seat of a friendly Society of the workers of Abbadia, where in XIX Century quicksilver mines 
began their activities, now closed and presented in a museum. 
 
 

The  Tuscany Medival Crypt  was photographed by Roberto Alborghetti   
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Lightening Field by Lucy Slivinski  



 

 

Dreams Are Made Of This by Lucy Slivinski  
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Seven Ounces by Ish Muhammad 



 

 

See You in 3 Days by Ish Muhammad 
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Luis Martin is an Artist working out of Brooklyn New York. He created the 
term ñArt Engineerò upon receiving his Bachelors of Fine Art from the Fashion 
Institute of Technology in New York. ñI created the term to expand my reach as a 
visual Artistò states the Artist. Through this monocle he is able to use his art prac-
tice as a point of departure to become a cultural maker, entrepreneur, community 
builder and shaman. 

 

Above all Luis Martin is an Artist, this is what informs and strengths the many 
roles he holds. Martin is the Director of Programming at Brooklyn Brush Studi-
os and the Chief Curator and founder of Parenthesis Art Space. In these two 
unique positions that intertwine, Martin is at the center of a community of Artists 
which he leads as a tribe. He is actively working with Brooklyn Brush Studios to 
create and maintain a self-sustainable ecology of Artists and Creative Entrepre-
neurs. Through exhibitions and inspired programming Martin connects the BBS 
community and the creative community of Bushwick, Brooklyn and Beyond.   

 
Luis Martin   

Director of Programming & Chief Curator  
Brooklyn Brush Studios 
Parenthesis Art Space  
http://www.luismartinart.com 

new  New York  Correspondent 

http://bbs203.com/
http://bbs203.com/
http://parenthesisspace.com/
http://BrooklynBrushStudios.com
http://www.parenthesisspace.com/
http://www.luismartinart.com/


 

 Art Basel: An Exercise In Thinking Big 
 

by Luis Martin the Art Engineer 
new New York Correspondent 

It had been my personal and professional goal to show my work during 
Miami Art Week/ Art Basel in 2015. The idea came about in a conversation 
with one of my collectors after I had mentioned she and I should both go to 
the fair in the coming year. I meant nothing by it other than I loved the idea 
of partying with her. She responded rather dryly ñI would only go if you are 
showing.ò Her respond became the impetus for an exciting goal driven jour-
ney in 2015. 
 
I set wheels in motion by painting, elevating my practice and sharing my 
new goal. I spoke to anyone and everyone about Art Basel Miami, knowing 
well that opportunity is always closer that you know. I cold called people in 
the art world and even stopped random arty people on my train ride home. I 
eventually came about meeting a generous curator who had a colleague 
curating a show for the Spectrum Art Fair. I was in! Elated and thrilled to 
dive into my art practice I came across an opportunity to curate a booth at X 
Contemporary debuting during Art Basel this year.  I jumped on the oppor-
tunity and curated a show with four stellar Artists; I had worked with in the 
past through my gallery Parenthesis Art Space in Brooklyn.   
 
I bought my tickers to Miami long before I know I would be showing or 
would be an exhibitor. In my head I was ready to show my work and experi-
ence Art Basel week. I was ready to see art, be inspired, meet people and 
party. That changed as soon as I became an exhibitor and I wouldnôt of had 
it any other way.  I prepared myself to curate an exquisite show and work. 
Being an Artist informs my curating decisions. Just like I create my work, I 
curate with a discerning eye. I look to promote art work that comes from an 
authentic curiosity of material and subject. The booth at X Contemporary 
needed to be a celebration of the possibility and potential that exists in art 
making.     
 

The title of the show I curated for the X Contemporary booth was titled 

ó40ÜN 74ÜWô which is a broad coordinates of New York city. The Artists in 

the show each re-frame artistic practices that are often attached to nostalgia. 

From collage to trope lôoeil and neon to textiles, the show was modern and 

minimal with lots of content. I travel with two of the Artists in the show, a 

photographer and my husband. I was prepared to work and get as much from 

the experience as possible. I was happy but not completely surprised to see 

us become a power team. Each person contributed to the experience and 

execution of the project.  

The fair began December 1st though the December 6th. The weeklong event 

was exhilarating, educational, tiring and always entertaining. There are a lot 

of moving parts to a production as large as an art fair. There are the exhibi-

tors rushing to set up shop, the Artists primping for their close ups and the 

general public which the largest mix of all. The general public is composed 

of aspiring artists, art lovers, journalists, critics and if you are lucky a hand-

ful of collectors. The traffic of people is an ebb and flow with rushes and 

lulls.   During the rushes it is exciting to speak about the work on view and 

the processes of each artist. During the lulls is it fun to chat and get a differ-

ent perspective from the guards who always have stories to share and plenty 

of questions about the work on view.  

Photo by Alfie Friday  
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While the week was fraught with torrential rain that kept a lot of people from 
coming out, the event was a true success in that we delivered a genuine and note-
worthy exhibition. I was thrilled to see my artistsô work as well as my own work 
on view during Miami Art Week/ Art Basel 2015. Most of all I am empowered by 
that fact that I was able to make this happen for others and myself. The support of 
my power team including my husband, my collector and many others who contin-
ually inspire me was paramount in my effort. I see 2015 as a stepping stone to 
bigger things in 2016. Upon my return to New York, I met with my collector for 
drinks, she had just returned herself from traveling to Europe. When we met she 
quickly told me ñ I have a new goal for you Martin! I was just at the Tate Modern 
in London, your work needs to be there.ò I gasped and I accepted!    
 
If you want to set a goal like I did for Miami Art Week/ Art Basel here are a 
6 tips to get you started: 
 
1.Commit: Donôt be afraid to think big and say it out loud. Write down what it is 
you want to accomplish and ask yourself how you would accomplish this goal if 
there were no obstacle. Then do it. 
 
2. Make art, bring the goods! 
If you are an artists and want to show, first focus on making the most exceptional 
art only you can create. Bring the goods!  
 
 
3. Art is a business  
Yes, art is magic and sometime unquantifiable. Art is also a business and if you 
want to operate on a professional level you must be okay with the business aspect 

of creating. Know that what you create is important and it is worth your time, 
material and has cultural and monetary value. You must get paid!   
 
4. Power team 
Surround yourself with other who strive to be stellar. Donôt waste your time with 
people who are jealous or afraid. It is normal to feel these feeling but you must get 
over them to grow and succeed. Choose you power team carefully!   
 
5. Bring youôre ñA gameò rain or shine 
People are often rewarded for what they have done in private for years. Do your 
best even if it feels like no one cares or is watching. Shine for yourself!  
 
6.Repeat  
Consistency creates success. Repeat these steps until they become second nature 
and see how far you can go. See you at the top. 
 
 
  Visit Luis Martin at his website: http://www.luismartinart.com 

Photo by Alfie Friday  

http://www.luismartinart.com/


 

 

Photos by Alfie Friday  
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Lamentations-Send-Your-Rain by Steve prince 
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Havana, Cuba photograph by Calvin Coleman 



 

 

C A L V I N   C O L E M A N 
 

exploring the 
 

LEGENDARY  ART CULTURE IN CUBA 
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THE LEGENDARY ART CULTURE  IN CUBA 

presented by  Calvin Coleman 

First Letôs Meet Calvin Coleman 
 
Born in Hampton, Virginia, Calvin Coleman spent his adolescent years in Swarthmore, a Philadelphia, Pennsylvania suburb.  After graduating from 
Lincoln University where he earned his B.S. degree in Early Childhood Education, Coleman taught at the elementary level for fourteen years. While 
teaching, Calvin was also preparing himself to become comfortable enough to pursue art full time.  Following his passion, Calvinôs paintings have 
shown in a number of galleries throughout the United States and across Europe France and Italy. 
 
As a self-taught artist, that incorporates Abstract Expressionism and Fauvism, Coleman builds upon the canvas with an assemblage of heavy body 
acrylic paint, a variety of textiles and other mediums to embellish his uninhibited style of painting.  In recognizing a great interest in brilliant colors 
and texture, he has admired the techniques of Richard Mayhew, who has been an influence in Colemanôs development, and more recently, the style 
in which Chaim Soutine (French Abstract Expressionist), created his works.  Mayhewôs fluidity with colors and Soutineôs dense textural characteris-
tics can account for the structure of Colemanôs paintings, which are built with such strength in a melody of blended hues, the usage of manipulated 
canvas strips and textiles. The inspirations behind the contemporary style that Coleman conveys to his audience, has much to do with his spirituality, 
love for natureôs beauty, lyrics of songs from a vast genre of music, and his journey through life.  In Art Matters, January 2007, art critic Wanda 
Walls stated, Calvinôs work is ñendowed with an aura of originality and poetic whimsy.ò   
 
Commissions include: Lincoln University, ñMuralò, 2012; Lincoln University, ñThe Lionò, 2012; Verizon Wireless and Global Hue, ñOne Accordò 
2008;  
 
Calvin A. Coleman II presently resides in Baltimore, Maryland where he continues his quest to become the absolute best artist he can be while ex-
panding his creativity to evoke emotions from those that view his gifted works. 
 
The formula to being successful in Calvinôs mind sight is to allow his creative energy to be authentic and thought provoking.  This process allows 
him to capture the mental and visual senses of his viewer.   
 
Calvinôs creative process derives from his visual, mental, and auditory senses.  Whenever Calvin sees an image or a subject with a unique look, he 
always look at it as how he would depict that subject in a painting.  If Calvin has a thought of a possible intriguing debate or controversy topic, he 
creates those images in his mind as paintings.  In this process, Calvin even plays with the color format of the painting, giving him the opportunity to 
see it in his mind prior to applying it on canvas.  Then there are times his process derives from the auditory approach.  This approach may come from 
a song or a conversation he may hear, or be a part of.  Then we have the approach, where he develops a sketch into a painting.  Calvin likes to think 
of it as óFree stylingò, allowing this process to be very organic. 
 
The length of time it takes Calvin to create a painting varies.  Depending on the size, its subject matter, and energy within himself plays apart in the 
process. Calvin cannot give a definitive time frame to the completion of one certain painting because he typically work on more than one at a time. 
 
When Calvin first began painting, he was searching for a genre to paint in, and his paintings were created in religious themes.  After some time, 
Calvin decided to become more subliminal with his messages, and began to create paintings that evoked emotions.  These paintings were mainly of 
women in peaceful, placid positions and settings.  Over time, as Calvin generated many thoughts and possible imagery of the social drama that filters 
through our society.  Calvin began to implement these ideas in his repertoire of works.    An example of this variation of work would be the collec-
tion of work his entitled Dare to Dream.  Dare to Dream was created to shed light on African American Males in a positive light.  The purpose was 
to counter the recent and blatant negative media attention, and injustice that continues to plague the community of African Americans. Overall, his 
work is created to inspire and ignite the senses of its viewer. 
 
Calvinôs style of work has been able to transcend race and diversity.  He contributes his figurative abstract approach a contributing factor.  Calvin has 
not encountered barriers as it relates to being an artist of color, nor has he had barriers hold him back from his creativity.  Calvin thinks people place 
their own barriers mentally.  Once this is done, those barriers manifest, and then the manifestation becomes a pond of excuses and the pointing of 
fingers.  Calvin considers his success in art a result of his artwork, not the fact that he is an artist of color. 
 
Calvin believes the art world does have African Americans globally being recognized for their gifts and efforts.  Calvin always believed that a 
ñstarving artistò is just that, because he or she sees themselves as one. Either these individuals have not found their niche just yet, or have not sur-
rounded themselves with the circle of influence they need to move forward in their craft. Once you find your niche/style, it is easier to have a pur-
pose and direction. 
 
Being an art instructor has been a major influence to Calvinôs creativity.  Calvin shares ñI have the great opportunity to share the works, styles and 
application techniques of a wide range of artists with children.   In doing so, it has given me a close up view of different artists and some techniques 
to incorporate in my own paintings.  Just to name one, the great English sculptor, Henry Moore is an inspirational icon in my art.  His sculptures 
captivate me and have represented the infamous reclining woman image.ò 



 

 

Be A Father by Calvin Coleman 
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Dare to Dream By Calvin Coleman 



 

 

Peace at Heart by Calvin Coleman 
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The Ballet School that performed the Nutcracker for us 



 

 

Calvinôs Recent Expedition to Havana, and Old Havana 
 
Calvinôs expedition to Cuba was spear headed by the National Arts Education Association (NAEA).  Calvin was a part of a delegation of art educators that went 
there to visit the art schools of various disciplines and to witness Cubaôs legendary art culture. Calvinôs was unsure of the quality of what he was going to witness.  
Calvin had no idea that the quality and creativity that he experienced would be seen.  From their elementary to high school arts programs, there was a certain level 
of pride and artistry that exuded talent.  
 
During the trip, Calvin maintained a journal and sketches when he got back to his room in the evenings.  Those photographs, sketches and journal intakes will be 
given to his publisher in February 2016, to be made into a Photo/Sketching/Journal informative book on Calvinôs trip to Cuba. 
 
The Cuban Art Culture is very rich in history with astonishing artists and their works of art.  What Calvin was able to witness showed him how their hunger for a 
better life in society and to share what is deep within them runs very deep.  A great deal of emotion and feeling could be seen in their work.  The older artists that 
paved the way for the artists of today, works were more socially inclined.  The art community is a very strong community.  Art is considered a great means to re-
lieve oneself out of poverty or shortcomings.   
 
As far as partnerships made, Calvin met an artist in a ñmarketò whose work he personally fell in love with.  We exchanged information, and have been in contact.  It 
is his wish, as well as mine that Calvin represent some of his work here in the States.  Another partnership that was made was with an afterschool program for the 
mentally challenged student.  This particular program could use art supplies, so Calvin is in the process of getting art supplies to them. 
 
Calvinôs trip to Cuba has had an impact on him personally and artistically.  While in Cuba, Calvin could not help to be thankful and pronounce it gratefully.  Many 
areas of distress were seen, yet the Cubans were going day to day thriving and seemingly carefree.  Calvin was reminded of the things not to take for granted.  The 
culture itself has and will have an impact on him artistically.  Calvinôs artwork has already been pinpointed in the genre of Fauvism, but the pastel colors and the 
Hues on the building structures gave him ideas and inspiration to add a different twist to his creations. 
 
Internationally how will Cuban arts and cultural impact the changing landscape of the art world?  
Calvin dos not believe Cuban artist will have any issues in thriving in todayôs society.  Keeping in mind how subjective art is, the Cuban artistôs work will be no 
different and isolated than work from any other artist painting.  If anything, Cubans may be more coveted because their views will be fresh and intriguing.  The 
Cubansô palette will be fresh and inviting. 
 
Calvinôs belief is ñbeing a successful artist has a great deal to do with your mental fortitude.  Once you realize that art is subjective and not all will vibe and connect 
with your work, it is important for you, the artist to continue to hone your craft and develop your niche in the art world.  For the 10 people that donôt care for your 
work, there are 20 people somewhere looking for what you create. Success is cultivated in your mind before the art world deems you as successful. Be true to what 
it is you do, and be as unique as you can.  It is also important to be able to ñspeakò on what it is you do.  Being articulate about your passion goes a long way.  Not 
being able to expound on your craft can be a detriment to you and your art.ò 
 
Tell us about your upcoming adventures to other countries and your upcoming art projects. 
Calvin shares ñ I am working on a few projects at the moment.  
* January 2016, I will welcome my 1st book entitled Coleman His Art Story,  
* In January I will be launching my new website, www.calvincoleman.com 
* In February 2016, I give my publisher a Journal entry book of photos and sketches of my trip to Cuba.  This will be a hardcover book that shares my experience 
there. * I am in the process of creating a collection of paintings that will represent the Synthetic Cubism genre. I have no imminent plans on traveling abroad.  I 
always welcome the possibilities, and those possibilities will arise when they are supposed to. The key is, is to stay open to the possibility and stay in the present.ò 
 
 
Visit Calvin Coleman on his website: www.calvincoleman.com    

email: ccolemanart@gmail.com  

http://www.calvincoleman.com
http://www.calvincoleman.com
mailto:ccolemanart@gmail.com
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Middle School students prepare to perform  photograph by Calvin Coleman 



 

 

young high school artist and his work photograph by Calvin Coleman 
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Above a Cuban street scene and below the Cubaôs Capital 

Photo by Calvin Coleman 



 

 

Revolution Square in Cuba 

Photo by Calvin Coleman 
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Sweet Surrender I by  Amy Van Winkle 



 

 

Wonderful Unknown I by  Amy Van Winkle 
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Leaves of Life  I by Injung Oh 



 

 POWERFUL DYNAMIC WOMAN SHAPING THE ART WORLD! 
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POWERFUL DYNAMIC WOMAN - RINE BOYER 



 

 

Rine Boyer grew up in Buffalo New York, studied art at Reed College in Portland Oregon, and moved to Chicago in 2004 where she fell in love with the 

variety of characters and neighborhoods.  Upon discovering Bridgeport, a neighborhood that has been home to many of Chicagoôs politicians as well as a growing arts 
community, she set up her studio in the Zhou B Arts Center in 2009.  
 
Gallery representation has been an important part of Rineôs art career. She started working with a gallery about three (3) years ago, and it has boosted her confidence as 
well as helped her to find an audience for her work. Prior to that Rine experimented with a variety of ways to reach people who may be interested in her work, and she 
feels that experimenting was a great learning experience and something that she still incorporates in her career.  
 
Rine does not believe a single event has brought her more opportunities, but believes being consistent in making and showing her work has led to opportunities. For 
example, as Rine was getting started as an artist in Chicago.  She had a successful show at an alternative space in which she received some nice press and sales from the 
show. However, Rine was so drained from putting the show together that she did not follow the show up with any additional activity, so any momentum she gained 
from the show was lost. Now Rine tries to be as consistent as possible in producing work, showing it, and going to see what other artists are doing. As possible being a 
key phrase in that sentence because it is not easy to juggle all three.  
 
Rine participates in national and international shows her most recent being solo exhibitions at Bluerider ART Gallery in Taipei City Taiwan and Illinois Institute of 
Technology in Chicago Illinois. Rine has exhibited predominantly in Taiwan, through the gallery that represents her, Bluerider Art Gallery. Working with the gallery 
has been a great way to reach new audiences. Not only does Bluerider Art Gallery show her work but the gallery takes her work to art fairs as well. Through an invita-
tion from Injung Oh, another artist in the Zhou Center, I participated in a group exhibition and art fair in Korea.  
 
Reviews of Rineôs work have been featured in the China Times, NOWNews, Newcity, and Gaperôs Block. Recognition of her work includes a jurorôs award at the 
Beverly Arts Center and an honorable mention at the Rockford Midwestern exhibit held at the Rockford Art Museum. 
 
Rineôs work depicts people, which she suppose puts it in the representational bucket, although my paintings are not a window into another world. Rine have always 
liked the flatness of modernism, so to keep that flatness she puts a layer of shapes over the surface of her paintings. Depending on the series, these shapes can reflect the 
subjectôs interests, what they are thinking, or a characteristic that links them to a larger group.  In separating the way a person looks from how she views them she 
shows the distance we have to overcome to understand one another.  
 
 

 
 

Watch Rine Boyer at Bluerider ART videoReclaimed Rine Boyer 

 
 
 

Rine painting live at her exhibit 
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Rine states moving her studio to be in a building with other artist studios (specifically the Zhou B 
Arts Center) has been a huge influence on her art practice. Prior to that her studio was located in 
her apartment and rarely experimented with doing new things. Talking to other artists and seeing 
their work has helped Rine to push her work in new directions. For example, in 2010 she created 
a series of large-scale drawings ï most of them were about six (6) feet high. The lines in the 
drawings were quite delicate so Rine knew she did not want to put them behind glass, but was not 
sure how to present them professionally. Rine noticed an artist down the hallway was playing 
with resin so wandered into her studio and asked how she did it. Using resin has opened up her 
studio practice to include a variety of materials, which she does not think would have happened if 
she was still working out of my home. Artists nearby have also been very generous about sharing 
their thoughts on her work, which is a dialogue she very much appreciates and knows it makes 
her work stronger.   
 
Typically Rine spends about 35 hours in the studio a week, although if she is getting ready for a 
show it can be much more. Rine works in series ï and in each series she explores a different 
topic. Rineôs inspiration behind your work is broadly how people view each other. Rine is inter-
ested in how people see and try to understand one another. People have been my primary subject 
matter for the past thirteen (13) years. She finds us endlessly fascinating, and believe all artwork 
is ultimately about people ï even landscapes are about people because it is how people see or 
interact with the landscape. Since depicting people is such fertile ground, Rine has stuck with it 
and continue to explore what makes us tick. 
 
Rineôs recent works have focused on capturing hipster culture. Rine finds hipsters interesting 
because they defy a strict definition. As soon as something is identifiably hipster, it no longer is 
cool and people have moved onto the next thing. This is why hipsters hate to be called a hipster ï 
ideally one should be ahead of the crowd and know of things that have yet to be broadly defined. 
So the culture is always searching for the next cool thing, which makes it hard to capture. Along 
with the fleeting trends Rine hopes to capture something basic about human nature so that the 
works describe the culture in a way that makes sense to those who arenôt a part of it.  
 
Rine has exhibited predominantly in Taiwan, through the gallery that represents me, Bluerider 
Art Gallery. Working with the gallery has been a great way to reach new audiences. Not only do 
they show her work at the gallery but they take her work to art fairs as well. Through an invita-
tion from Injung Oh (another artist in the Zhou Center) she participated in a group exhibition and 
art fair in Korea.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A few years ago 

Rine collaborated 

with fellow Chicago 

artist Robin Dluzen to create a body of eight collaborative works and it was tremendously 

helpful for my artistic practice. At the time she was making works that explored the land-

scape of her hometown in Michigan through cardboard replicas of man-made elements like 

power lines.  And she was interested in how humans try to change and control our land-

scape. Although our styles are vastly different we came together on the concept, which 

made it a really powerful collaboration. Almost all of the works were a result of sitting 

down together and discussing how to blend our very different styles. Discussing my work 

on that level with another artist helped her to revisit elements that she has not thought about 

in years. And incorporating our works together made her re-conceptualize how her ap-

proach my work.  

Frank by Rine Boyer 

Robin & Jaclyn 
By Rine Boyer 

ñI find hipsters interesting because they 
defy a strict definition. As soon as some-
thing is identifiably hipster, it no longer is 

cool and people have moved onto the next 
thing. This is why hipsters hate to be 
called a hipster ï ideally one should be 
ahead of the crowd and know of things 
that have yet to be broadly defined.ò 



 

 

Rine Boyer working in her studio 

Watch Rine Boyer Time Lapse video 
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Picnic by Rine Boyer 

Evening BBQ by Rine Boyer 



 

 Rine shares her advice for emerging artist and says ñThe most important thing for me was finding a place where I could really make artwork. For years I was trying 
to work out of my apartment and I think my work suffered for it. As soon as I started working in a separate studio that was a real work space I noticed a big change 
in my work. Not only was I a lot more productive, but I started making bigger work because I had the space. Even then sometimes I didnôt set aside consistent time 
to make art, which caused me to grow artistically at a slower rate. If I could give my younger self one piece of advice it would to always keep moving forward, no 
matter how slow.ò 

 
Rine continues saying ñAnother thing that worked well for me as I was getting started in my career was juried exhibitions. When I first came to Chicago I no idea 
how to get to know other artists and become more active in the Chicago art community. Someone suggested I apply to juried exhibitions to start showing, so I gave 
it a try and was accepted to some local and national group shows. Through doing these shows I learned things like how to package and ship my work, how to pro-
mote my openings, and how various groups promote exhibitions. However beyond gaining experience I donôt recommend paying money to exhibit through juried 
exhibition applications or an exhibition fee. In charging the artist the gallery or space is clearly saying that they donôt anticipate making a profit from sales and so 
need the artist to offset the cost of the exhibition. However for artists getting started juried exhibitions can be an easy way to gain some real world experience.ò 
 

 
Rine has been focusing on a busy end of 2015 with a solo show at the Union League club and works in Context Art Miami during Art Miami/Art Basel week. Rine 

has also started working on the concept for her solo show coming up in Taipei in the second half of 2016, which she will be focusing on in early 
2016.  
 
 
Visit Rine Boyerô on her website 
 
 
Watch  Rine Boyer - Open studio video 

 

Carnival by Rine Boyer 
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POWERFUL DYNAMIC WOMAN  - LASHAWNDA CROWE STORM 



 

 
LaShawnda Crowe Storm describes herself as an accidental artist.  In essence, she did not find art, art found her.   LaShawndaôs states ñMy journey 

into the creative realm is one of the most a backwards manners one could imagine on the road to artdom - while hiking cross the good ole United States of America.ò 
  
Summer 1997 would be the pivotal moment for LaShawnda. Before that fateful trip she spent two plus years taking continuing education art courses to scratch her intellec-
tual curiosity. After the first class she was hooked.  LaShawnda also knew that working in the community was were her heart and soul were devoted. So, instead of further-
ing her education as a social worker, LaShawnda quit her job, packed her bags and went gallivanting across America. During this adventure she examined which path her 
life should take - art or social services?  During that journey LaShawnda found the peace and quiet that she needed for her brain and soul to align. 
  
In the end, LaShawnda chose both paths. For what she discovered is that art is her social work.  LaShawnda states ñI don't believe my art can necessarily change the world, 
but it can at least influence the dialogues around me. And during these conversations help individuals down a more healed, conscientious and tolerant future, which ulti-
mately impacts society.ò  LaShawnda says as Gandhi so eloquently stated, be the change you want to see in the world."  Now aren't those good words to live by and better 
yet create by?ò 
 
The journey which lead LaShawnda to launch the Lynch Quilts Project is very long and complicated but in short, she lived in the southeastern United States and consistent-
ly encountered history in different ways. LaShawnda was intrigued and horrified. She ñknewò the history in a certain way, but encountering the photo of Laura Nelson 
changed how she connected with that history. LaShawnda states ñHere was a woman like me. I am not a quilter, but spent two years working with this image trying to 
honor the woman within and bring a new voice to this history to ensure it was not forgotten.ò Over time it made sense that the art form should match the subject matter as 
is the case with so much of her work. Ultimately it made sense that quilting should be the vehicle through which we talked about this Laura Nelson and this history. Quilt-
ing is about piecing together remnants into a whole fabric, reclaiming bits of fabric here and there. Working in a community setting to stitch these segments into one. That 
is so much reflective of this process. Bringing together pieces of the history with communities across the country to reclaim, remember and honor this history. And in doing 
so hopefully heal a portion of it.  
 
Tell us how you brand yourself as a visual artist.   
LaShawnda stated ñI donôt really connect with that question. I make my artwork. If others feel the need to put titles on it then that is up to them. The best I can tell you is 
that I am a community-based artist using art as a vehicle for dialogue, social justice and community healing. 
 
 
 
 
 

LaShawnda Crowe Storm  hard at work   

https://www.facebook.com/lcstorm
https://www.facebook.com/lcstorm
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RedRum Summer 1919 The Lynch Project by [ŀ{ƘŀǿƴŘŀ /ǊƻǿŜ {ǘƻǊƳ  
 

 
 
 
LaShawnda says with her artistic process for creating your body of works she is much more organic in her approach. She does not spend a lot of time tracking how much 
she works on her art, but makes sure to do something every day such as research, reading other articles, working her sketchbook, etc. Much of her work is grounded in 
the community and that takes a different direction as she is collaborating with many individuals. Community time doesnôt work on strict schedules. It is always on and 
always morphing all the time.  
 
Community and collaboration are at the foundation of the majority of LaShawndaôs artwork. Her work focuses heavily on community healing, as such it only works 
when the community is involved with the process from start to finish. How that looks is different from project to project. It can simply be individuals donating fabric, or 
sewing pieces, doing research about these histories, bringing their stories to inform the work. And so on and so on. It takes many different forms. 
 
LaShawndaôs work depicts powerful imagery and she wants the audience to think about these peopleôs histories, embrace them and begin to look for ways to dialogue 
about these difficult subjects in their communities. These are the first steps towards community change and healing. 

https://www.facebook.com/lcstorm


 

 
As an African American artist have you experienced any challenges or barriers being a person of color? If so how have you overcome those barriers?  How 
has being a person of color worked to your advantage? 
ñI live in country where race matters. The notion that all individuals live without the impact of race is erroneous and naive. We are ALL, regardless of skin color, 
impacted by the history of race and how it continues to manifest in our society. The real questions is how do you work around that and that depends on the situa-
tion. Given the difficulty of the subject matter I work with, sometimes the issue is race and sometimes it's simply getting people to tackle a difficult subject.ò 
 
Having a wealth of exhibiting experience, tell us which exhibitions has had a significant impact on your career. 
ñDepends on what you mean by that. I exhibit in a variety of places, some traditional art spaces others are more community based. They are all important as each 
reaches community in a different way. What counts more for me is if I am reaching the audience and the experience is creating thoughtful community dialogues. If 
I get another discussion out of it or an exhibit thatôs a bonus, but not why I am there.ò 

 
Reflecting on the global art arena, are African American visual artists making an impact, struggling for recognition within the art world, or a combination of 
both?  Whatôs your perception? 
ñIôll be honest with you, I do not keep track of those things. I help other African American artists when I can, but my art practice is not based on connecting with 
the majority of traditional art world approaches. As such, I am often on the fringes anyway due to the topics I work with and the heavy community-based approach-
es that are the foundation of my practice. I am not so concerned if the Art World is accepting of me or not. I make my work for other reasons.ò 
 
Whatôs your advice for emerging artist considering the changing landscape of the art world? 
ñMake your artwork for you. PERIOD. Submit to exhibits and create your own opportunities.ò 

 
Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming exhibitions and projects.  
Weôll be finishing Quilt IV: To Be Determined by spring 2016. Quilt V: The Making Quilt has been started and is on schedule towards completion. A new quilt has 
started in Albuquerque and I am very excited to see this one start to connect and grow in the community. It is tentatively entitled, All My Relation, and explores the 
intersection between African Americans, First Nations and Latino/a populations around this histories of oppression. 

 
 
Visit LaShawnda Crowe Storm on her website: http://www.lashawndacrowestorm.com 

 
 
 
 
 

Quilt IV: MSU - Memoria In Progress by [ŀ{ƘŀǿƴŘŀ /ǊƻǿŜ {ǘƻǊƳ  

https://www.facebook.com/lcstorm
http://www.lashawndacrowestorm.com
https://www.facebook.com/lcstorm
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The Lynch Project is a series of 6 quilts (and counting), which explores the history and ramifications of lynching and racial violence in the United States of America through 
the textile tradition of quilting. The quilts explore the lynching phenomenon from various perspectives including but not limited to collective memory, communal conflict, 
gender, healing and politics. For more in-depth information about the project visit www.TheLynchQuiltsProject.com.   

 

 

 

Her Name Was Laura Nelson  

http://www.thelynchquiltsproject.com/
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Untitled Madness by LaShawnda Crowe Storm 

https://www.facebook.com/lcstorm


 

 

Be/Coming is rooted in various masquerade traditions found throughout Africa, particularly Gelede and Egungun of the Yoruba (Nigeria). Gelede 
honors female mystical power while Egungun honors the collective ancestors of an individual person or group. Be/Coming is the first in an ancestral 
masquerade series that addresses historical and contemporary social ills and in/justices rooted in American society.  In this manifestation, Be/Coming 
dances for African-American women to reclaim their primordial female power, which continues to be fractured, destabilized, and undermined by the 
weight of history, negative stereotypes and derogatory imagery.  
  
Be/Coming is a 3 part project consisting of the installation, poem and community interaction. The project is a result of participation in the Poetic 
Dialogue Project, where an artist and poet with similar themes in their work are matched to create a new work of art. I was matched with friend and 
master poet M. Eliza Hamilton Abegunde. The resulting work, which included collaboration with more than 30 (and counting) community member is 
this work, which has now spawned a series. 

LaShawnda: ñI don't believe my art can necessarily change the world, but it can at 

least influence the dialogues around me. And during these conversations help individu-

als down a more healed, conscientious and tolerant future, which ultimately impacts 

society.ò   
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POWERFUL DYNAMIC WOMAN - ANNESTA LE 



 

 

Annesta Le is a contemporary abstract artist who has been living and working in Brooklyn, New York since 2006. She typically works on canvas 

with heavy acrylic and oil paints, and she also specializes in bending neon glass. Annestaôs aesthetic is characterized by her use of strong, bold, expressive ï 
yet unbridled ï marks in a highly contrasted color palette. 

 
Born to Vietnamese immigrant parents who escaped the country in the aftermath of the Vietnam War, her formative years were marked by emotional turbu-
lence. Annestaôs art is fueled by the grit and determination she developed in her capricious upbringing, often torn between the tempest of chaos and responsibil-
ity. In her teens, Annesta honed her creative skills through graphic design and programming. After landing her first client at just 15 years old, she was featured 
in Visual Arts Trends magazine thereafter as an upcoming young designer. Annestaôs artistic ability flourished further when she discovered liberty and a con-
scious sense of self through painting on canvas in a bold, abstract style and experimenting with neon. 
 
  
Although her work spans but a few years, Annesta has developed an intuitive style and self-awareness in her process and product with both abstract painting on 
canvas and neon pieces. Her art is dynamic in its creation ï an open, experimental, unpredictable method balancing the intentional and unintentional. Subse-
quently, each piece becomes a life form unto itself, enabling the viewer to become entangled viscerally and emotionally. The resultant compositions are in-
tense, energetic, and interconnected, highlighting the spontaneity and uniqueness of her work. 
 
Annesta presented her first solo show in November 2014 at Parenthesis Art Space in Brooklyn, New York. The exhibition showcased five of her specially 
crafted neon pieces that intertwine both her raw energy and gentle humanity. She also showed her work at the inaugural edition of X Contemporary art fair 
during Miami Art Week 2015 this past December in Miami Beach.  
 
Annesta is in the studio every single day except some weekends and holidays. She is constantly developing her work and testing out new ideas. Annesta artistic 
process depends on the kind of project, materials and ideas she is working with. She usually works in an organic way and base the next step off of the previous 
step. If she is painting, a bit more planning takes place such as prepping the canvas and planning the palette and composition.  If she is working on a sculptural 
piece, she tends to test the material and feel it out first. For example when she is working with neon and glass she gets a feel of how the flame feels first, and 
then she starts to bend her pieces and form the shapes.  

Annesta Le  in her  studio 

ñI find inspiration in almost everything around me. Lately images of imperfection 
and irregularities has been on my mind. Often in social media and print media I 
tend to see flawless faces or highly glossed and photo shopped celebrities. I find 
there is beauty in the unpolished and raw, somehow it feels more human to me.ò 
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Annesta 

Flow  by Annesta Le  



 

 

Annesta Le  in her  studio 

Healing Ritual by Annesta Le  
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Annesta has been fortune to be around so many amazing artists in Bushwick (Brooklyn, New York). Collaborating with them, having an honest and real feedback 
loop from artists working in different mediums with unique perspectives has been eye opening. She has always felt that a lot of great and unexpected things can 
come from collaboration. She does not think a community is necessary for creating art, but she does feel that itôs important to be engaged with others.   
 
Annesta finds inspiration in almost everything around her. Lately images of imperfection and irregularities has been on her mind. Often in social media and print 
media she tends to see flawless faces or highly glossed and photo shopped celebrities. Annesta finds there is beauty in the unpolished and raw, somehow it feels 
more human to her.  

 
Annesta never had the intention to have an art career. She just made work out of an internal necessity to create. She spends a lot of time on self-analysis and the 
psychological contents of that work have highly influenced her art. 

 
Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has working independently been more beneficial to your career? Or have has combination 
of both styles worked best? 
Annesta has worked independently so far but this may change. With the power of the internet and social media these days, one can go very far independently. But 
personally she thinks staying flexible and open-ended with the combination of both styles is the best way to go about things.  

 
Annesta just got back from showing with Parenthesis Projects at the new X Contemporary fair during Art Basel. This by far was the most significant project she 
has worked on because of the nature of the material she worked with, fragile glass and electrical components.   She had to deal with a lot more intricate logistics 
when handling and shipping her artwork. It was definitely exciting to show her work in Miami to an international group of art enthusiasts! 
 
Annesta has been fortune to be around so many amazing artists in Bushwick (Brooklyn, New York). Collaborating with them, having an honest and real feedback 
loop from artists working in different mediums with unique perspectives has been eye opening. She has always felt that a lot of great and unexpected things can 
come from collaboration. She does not think a community is necessary for creating art, but she does feel that itôs important to be engaged with others.   
 
Annestaôs advice for emerging artists is keep making your work, make a lot of it, stay open minded, flexible and follow your own path. Donôt follow trends but 
do stay aware of them. Learn from your failures. Go out and see whatôs out there. Also always interact with everyone professionally. No one wants to work with 
a diva.  
Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects.  
Annesta says ñIôm just recovering from showing at X Contemporary during Art Basel/Miami Art Week which was high up there on the excitement meter. Iôm 
now looking forward to some quiet time before shows start up in the New Year (2016). Iôm really looking forward to the group show Iôm participating in Chica-
go at the Zhou B Art Center.  
 
Visit Annesta Le website at  www.annesta.com or her Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/annestaleofficial 
 

 
https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=915374211843640 

https://www.facebook.com/annestaleofficial/videos/vb.314613058671891/602204263246101/?type=2&theater 

Sotljus by Annesta Le 

https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=915374211843640
https://www.facebook.com/annestaleofficial/videos/vb.314613058671891/602204263246101/?type=2&theater


 

 

 
Intertwined by Annesta Le  

Bubbles by Annesta Le  
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POWERFUL DYNAMIC WOMAN - LUCY SLIVINSKI 



 

 
 

Lucy Slivinski holds an MFA, from Cranbrook Academy of Art and a BFA,from Northern Illinois University. This past year Slivinski had two one-

woman exhibitions at the 300 S Riverside Plaza Building in downtown Chicago. She also had a one-woman show entitled ñSizzle,ò at Mana Contemporary, 
Chicago and one at Chicago Academy of Music, entitled ñRebirth.ò Slivinski co-curated and exhibited her work at ñElevation,ò at Block 37 downtown Chicago. 
In 2014, she installed ñReflections of Scottôs Millò, a public installation commissioned by the City of Naperville, at the Knoch Knolls Nature Center, in Naper-
ville, Illinois. This past summer Slivinski had a one-person exhibition at Packer Schopf Gallery in Chicago, entitled ñSoul Touch.ò In spring of 2013, Slivinski 
created the ñAncestral Throne,ò installation for ñElevation Project,ò that was commissioned by Musique De Nuit, at the Roche de Palmer, in Bordeaux, France. 
In the same year NôNamdi Contemporary, Miami, FL, commissioned her, to create the ñEnergy Throne,ò an installation and performance during Miami/Basel. In 
the fall of 2012, CS Interiors Magazine named Slivinski ñBest Lighting Designerò, in Chicago. In2010, Lucy completed ñSilversurf Gate,ò a public installation 
commissioned by  the Chicago Park District located at the Logan Skate Park. Then in 2009,  Slivinski completed ñMammothò ñCoal Sharkò and ñPaleo Indian 
Gatheringò, a public installation for the Hidden Oaks Nature Center, in Bolingbrook, Illinois. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
She also had a one-woman exhibition entitled, ñInspired Terrains, Celestial Lightin a Forest of Love,ò at the Freedman Gallery, at Albright College in Reading, 
PA.In 2009, Slivinski had a one-woman show at Flatfile Galleries in Chicago, Illinois,entitled ñInspired Terrain, ñIn the Land of Love There is No Garbage.ò 
And Lucy was celebrated in New York, in a One-person exhibition, at Phyllis Kind Gallery. 
 
She has exhibited several site-specific installations in Chicago, at Art Park,Buffalo, NY, Longwood University, Farmville, VA. and in Columbus, Indiana. She 
has work in many private and public collections such as, Capital Investments Collection, Chicago, Illinois, The Longhouse Collection in New York, the City of
Chicago, City of Bolingbrook, Illinois, City of Naperville, Illinois and the City of St.Cloud, Minnesota. Her work has been written about in Art in America, 
New York Times, and Sculpture Magazine, Chicago Interiors, and Luxe Magazine. 
 
 
 
 

Lucy Slivinski working on her installations 

 

ñI am a person that has always enjoyed challenges and testing the waters to new 
possibilities.  My spontaneous use of found materials, in new ways, challenges per-
ception, observation and what is possible.ò 
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Double Vision by  Lucy Slivinski 

For Lucyôs extensive exhibition experience, her critically acclaimed one-woman exhibition at the Phyllis Kind Gallery in New York City had a significant 

impact on my career.  It was the first time her work was shown in New York and to a greater audience. Around 2000, was the beginning of her work evolv-

ing into using installation as a form of experiential story telling. Lucy presented these works at Flatfile Gallery in Chicago, and at the Freeman Gallery, 

Albright College, in Pennsylvania bought to critical acclaim.  Finally, showing her work for the last four years at Miami Art Basel has brought Lucy great 

exposure to the international art market.  

Lucy says it is important for an artist to understand their voice and how that voice impacts the promotion of their brand. Her goal in branding Slivinski is to 

create a strong body of work that can be shown and promoted globally.  AS a result establishing her artistic voice as a significant cultural brand.  

First and foremost, Lucy stated ñI love my work!ò  Through the engagement of making work, Lucyôs art process has evolved into a cacophony of shades, 

forms, textures, and energies.  She thoroughly enjoys making what are perceived as inanimate objects that come to life!  Though Lucy is academically 

trained (having achieved a Masters of Arts Degree from Cranbrook Academy of Art, in Fiber Art) it is her journey into the spirit that has informed the 

intuitive sensibilities of improvisation at the core of her work.   

Lucy equates her process to that of a jazz musician who dedicates their life to the study of form and technique, yet in the moment of musical creation, 

allow themselves to be an open vessel of improvisation. 

Lucy gets lost in her work, actually losing hours and sometimes days in the creative process.  Discovery fuels her journey.  The pursuit of the next great 

work intoxicates her with joy that is indescribable!  Lucy strives to create great work that has the power to transform and inspire. 

With the utmost humility, Lucy acknowledges her parents as the catalyst of her evolution as an artist.  She is inspired by everything: life, love, family and 

friends, the entire realm of the arts, and the infinite beauty of nature. Lucy hopes always is that her work conveys honesty and the viewer can feel the pas-

sion and intensity in her pursuit!  Lucy wants those that experience Slivinski to hear the rhythms in the work like sequences of melody conveying a pur-

poseful music.   



 

 

Mind Field  (above)  &  Free Spirits (below) by Lucy Slivinski  
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Has gallery representation been an intricate part of art career or has working independently been more beneficial to your career? Or have has 
combination of both styles worked best? 
Lucy personally has worked more independently in developing her career than having gallery representation. Lucy thinks having a combination of the 
two is best.  This way you have more than one network involved in the promotion of your work reaching a larger audience. So even more than having a 
gallery, she works with other alternative institutions. She has events her own space, collaborates with musicians, other artists and she works with Interi-
or designers as well.  
 
Tells us about the collaborative partnerships that have impacted your. 
In 2010, Lucy began the process of collaborative discovery through inter- disciplinary projects. She began a collaboration with world-renowned jazz 
musician, composer, artist and inter-disciplinary arts educator, Kahil ElôZabar.  The collaborative project is called Elevation an inter-disciplinary per-
formance that includes, live visual art, installation, fashion, live music, dance and DJs.  Elevation is an unconventional presentation that stirs the imagi-
nation to challenge the perceptions of how art is presented in a contemporary urban environment. It conjures excitement and actually creates ongoing 
dialogue in regards to the discovery of artôs value, purpose and meaning in an entirely new light. Their first production of Elevation was in Chicago at 
the Zhou B Art Center in 2011.  In 2012 and 2013, they spent three weeks, in Bordeaux, France, working with artists and musicians from the United 
States and France creating their largest Elevation. This production included El'Zabar improvisational conducting 60 musicians, Lucy working with 
several visual artists creating paintings and installations, a videography team of VJs, and international hip hop dancers performing.  óElevationô is grow-
ing and they have since performed at Miami Art Basel and this year at Block 37 to thousands of people. 
 
Tell us what impact has installation/sculpture artists making in the art world today?   
òInstallation and Sculpture has brought an openness and freedom to the art world by challenging the traditional assumptions of what art is.  It has creat-
ed curiosity and awareness in the viewer by transforming the perception of space.  With installation and sculpture the artist addresses all the senses and 
we are engaged by our interaction. It places the viewer inside the art.ò 

 
How do you envision installation/sculpture art involving in the next five years?  
ñInstallation work impacts the therapeutic value with space and form and through this process enables artistic perceptions to grow.ò 

 
Lucyôs advice for emerging installation/sculpture artists ñCollaborate with diverse disciplines so that perspectives broaden and their engagements 
evolve creative possibility.ò 

 
What is next for Lucy!  
Lucy currently has a one-woman exhibition at the Chicago Academy of Music, in Hyde Park, entitled Rebirth  The Chicago Academy of Music is with-
in the University Church on the University of Chicago campus.  Lucyôs solo show is in the sanctuary and it is a very special installation. Rebirth is up 
until January 8, and she invites everyone to come out and see it! Lucy is very excited and preparing for a one-woman show at NôNamdi Contemporary 
Gallery, in Miami this coming April. And Kahil ElôZabar, and her are producing their next Elevation that will take place in May. Kahil ElôZabar, and 
her will invite one and all to come experience it! 

 
Visit Lucy Slivinski on her website: www.lucyslivinski.com   
 
Watch Lucy Slivinski videos: 
 Elevation 2015 'Our Time Is Now' edit 
  
Lucy Slivinski - NNamdi Contemporary Miami Art Basel 2012 
   
Slivinski "Sanctuary of Illumination" Erie Art Museum 
  
 Lucy Slivinski's - Inspired Terrain,ôIn the Land of Love There is No Garbage.ô 

Split Second by Lucy Slivinski  

https://vimeo.com/148078299
https://youtu.be/3IlmEtpP9qU
https://youtu.be/R20KQMA76HI
https://youtu.be/KGtiuVFU64c


 

 

Lightening Field  by Lucy Slivinski  
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POWERFUL DYNAMIC WOMAN  -  ANGELA SWAN 



 

 

Angela Swan shares ñMy Mom always said I should have been an engineer, as she sensed my near compulsion to figure things out.  As a child, I re-

member being very interested in connection as well.  I wanted everyone to know, and understand how I felt. In high school, I was in a swing choir and had no fear 
of performing. I just knew I loved to express myself through art.  I choreographed some of our routines and even started out as a dance major in college.ò 
  
Angela got married the day after she graduated from the University of Iowa. The couple moved frequently; at one point, she drove a paper route 65 miles a day in 
the country.  That is why she knew how to drive in reverse so well!  Angela has always enjoyed the backwards process of taking things apart and putting them to-
gether in an entirely different way.  
  
After her divorce, her career path involved working with lots of different communities. So far, Angela favorites have been working with disadvantaged young wom-
en and the elderly.  She really enjoys connecting with them and sharing her joy.  Art has been her constant companion throughout her life; she loves to dance, sing, 
cook, take pictures, do yoga, and sculpt.  Angela uses her art to express her deepest feelings and reassure herself about her connection with the world. She breaks 
through her tendency to isolate with her art.  This has helped here enormously during stressful times in her life. 
 
Angela feels like she has always been led to the right place at the right time; in her view, her only job is to show up, ready to work.  Her ideas seem like gifts. She 
does not experience stress as she creates. She feels joyful relief.   
 
Angela feels very fortunate to receive recognition and income from something that heals her. 
 
Angela brands herself as beautiful, simple and elegant. She likes her website to be clean and unadorned. Angela wants the art to speak louder than the technology.  
She does not like too much text.  She is fanatical about clean lines so that people can experience her art without distraction. She wants people to see her and connect 
with them through her art. Angela hopes that they connect with each other as well.  
 
Angelaôs art is very personal, so she only puts out what she feels is absolutely beautiful.  When she photographs her sculpture, it needs to evoke the worksô sensuali-
ty. Angela is very concerned about the visual impact of her work.  Angela says ñI donôt see myself as selling a product. I actually feel like I am exposing or selling 
myself.ò 
 

Duality by Angela Swan 
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Fragmented by Angela Swan 

Angela does not keep track of how much time she spends in her studio. She would say most of her artistic process occurs outside the studio, 
gathering objects and thinking. 
 
Angela does love her studio time, though. She feels joyful as she creates and photographs her art. She does not mind interruptions and she 
does not have a set schedule. Angela is very much led by inspiration and puts her pieces together purposefully once she gets a clear vision of 
the work. 
 
Angelaôs artistic process involves her collecting discarded or unusual redundant materials in bulk. Then she ponders and plays around with 
how to connect them. She searches for the logical connection between the objects and an experience of being human or a personal feeling of 
hers.  
 
Angela finds many of her materials at a store that supports Habitat for Humanity. She likes the idea of supporting charity with her purchases.  
Sometimes she finds objects in the garbage. One of her favorite pieces, tension, was created when she noticed a burnt-out mattress next to a 
dumpster.  When she finally took it apart months later, she threw all the metal onto the ground.  Thatôs when she saw her piece. Then Angela 
simply wired the pieces together creating tension. She has gotten really good feedback about how people relate to tension. They say they can 
actually see and feel tension in the piece. 



 

 

Angela likes to focus on a limited number of projects at one 
time. Currently, she is working on óAttachmentô which allows 
her to puzzle her way through connecting redundant objects in 
unusual ways. Angela is also creating óOn Being Humanô 
which illuminates deep feelings and human experiences 
through the use of tangible, concrete forms to demonstrate 
intangible, universal human connections.  She is literally trying 
to show what it means to be human. 
 
Angela is collaborating with her son, Jordan Oglesby, 
(filmmaker in Los Angeles) to help people experience her art 
making process. (The link will be available at http://
angelaswan.com) 
 
The inspiration behind Angelôs work is connection!  Angela 
has always liked to imagine and experience connection. She 
loves those moments when everything falls into place. She 
admires artists who go to any lengths to make their art. Early 
on Georgia OôKeefe totally inspired her.  When she learned 
that she began sculpting clay.  When she could no longer see 
well, she realized that she could make art well into her old age 
and in many different forms. 
 
Angela enjoys the act of art making even though her themes 
are often dark. She celebrates the self-awareness and self-
compassion that accompanies her process. She is always at-
tempting to reach out toward others in order to handle the iso-
lation she fears. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Angela is influenced by her lifelong experience of disconnec-
tion and internal chaos. Her art is an attempt to heal. Profes-
sionally, experiencing art has influenced Angela greatly.  Ange-
la has learned that Monet painted his wife as she died to cap-
ture her changing colors. Later as she viewed a large body of 
his work at the Art Institute, she realized his compulsion to 
paint the same scene over and over was his message of hope to 
uséeach day everything is new. 
 
Reactions to Angelaôs art influenced her. She remembers being 
surprised when her photograph placed third out of sixty-five 
thousand entries in an international photo competition. That 
helped her confidence and inspired her to be more creative. 
 
 
 
 

Artist Riva Lehrer (http://www.rivalehrerart.com) the óHuman 
Beings 2ô juror for Woman Made Gallery (http://
womanmade.org/) shared with Angela that she had ñdifficulty 
choosing only one piece from among three strong pieces en-
tered by her.ò Riva is a professor at the Art Institute of Chica-
go and Angela deeply respects her personal work. Rivaôs com-
ment was pivotal to Angelaôs belief that she could have a solid 
career as a professional artist.   
 
Many times people do not take the time to understand what she 
creates and she has become painfully aware of her need for 
approval. Ironically, this inspires more art. 
 
Currently, Sergio Gomez and Yanina Gomez Co-founders of 
Axt NXT Level; http://www.theartistnextlevel.com/) are 
providing professional career coaching to Angela.  The Gomez 
team have provided Angela with priceless direction and loads 
of practical resources that have helped advance her art career. 
 
A combination of gallery representation and working inde-
pendently has been an intricate part of Angelaôs art career.  
Angela likes to working independently and she appreciates the 
support and leadership offered with professional representa-
tion.   
 
Angela did not set out to be a professional artist as a young 
woman.  So she has needed to earn her way into gallery shows 
and boutiques, where professionals have recognized her.  She 
thinks representation is the path to international exposure, 
which is her ultimate goal. 
 
When Sergio Gomez (artist/curator; http://
www.virtualartist.com) was impacted by Angelaôs piece (Feel 
Nothing Real) and chose her for the Seductive Materials exhib-
it at the Zhou B Art Center (http://www.zhoubartcenter.com) 
she felt validated as a professional artist. 
 
Angela thinks being in the Woman Made Gallery (Chicago) 
was her break into the urban art scene where she does feel 
more at home.  Angelaôs opportunity at the Zhou B offered her 
a bigger platform from which to grow her art career. The sup-
port of gallery owners and art patrons has given her the cour-
age to go for her dream of being a well-known artist who can 
influence people all over the world.   
 
Encouragement is such a powerful tool for a budding artist. 
Angela would love to see less competition and more positive 
support in the art world in general. She thinks each of us can 
make a unique contribution, no matter how crowded our par-
ticular genre.   
 
Angela was involved with an artist support group called Inter-
sect (https://www.facebook.com/intersectartistcollective) and 
truly enjoyed the group dynamic. We invented assignments for 
each other and engaged in helpful dialogue about our art. We 
chose from inspirational phrases and random words to create a 
group show. The piece that Sergio Gomez chose, Feel Nothing 
Real was the result of this collaborative process.  All of us ad-
vanced our art careers. This kind of accountability has become 
essential for her as a professional artist. 

 

 

Angela: ñI want to offer people and 
myself the reassurance that we are not 
alone. I want my art to be the warm 
hug and the reassuring whisper of hu-
man connection.  We are never alone 
and we all share the experience of be-
ing human.ò 

http://angelaswan.com/
http://angelaswan.com/
http://www.rivalehrerart.com
http://www.theartistnextlevel.com/
http://www.virtualartist.com
http://www.zhoubartcenter.com/
https://www.facebook.com/intersectartistcollective)
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Education  by Angela Swan 



 

 

Angela also engaged in a partnership with Bert Leveille (http://www.bertleveille.com) in Woodstock, Illinois, which was an eye opening experience. We created a 
ñpop upò installation for 9/11 that moved many people to tears.  She was inspired by the speed and the alchemy that resulted from adopting a partnership model for 
an art piece.  It helped Angela become even more committed to creating and accepting opportunities for partnerships and collaborations in the future.   
 
The synergy of the students and the professors in her college art courses was also very inspiring to Angela.  Although a traditional education is not for every artist, 
Angela found it very helpful to learn from people with more experience than her, and to help people who were not as far along in their development as a professional 
artist.   
 
Installation art allows people to experience an entire story and a wide range of feelings inside an art piece, rather than just experience a reaction to the sight of an art 
piece.  People are invited to ñlook intoò rather than ñlook atò the art installation, which allows them to safely experience and feel some things they would not or could 
not face in their everyday life.   
 
When Angela saw the Doris Salcedo (www3.mcachicago.org/2015/salcedo) exhibit at MCA Chicago.  She remembered feeling the suffering of the Colombian people 
in her heart and spirit.  Angela cried as she experienced even the smallest part of her personal family losses and the collective pain of her people.   Angelaôs exhibit 
brought her into close contact with this human tragedy; she did not think she could have been moved this way without an installation. Angela cannot help but imagine 
that the work required to create the art combines with the labor intensive process of installing the art (Walls were moved; heavy concrete pieces were lifted and 
placed inside the museum; and the floor of an entire room was covered with a delicate tapestry of rose petals) to move people in ways that nothing else can. 
 
It seems to Angela that installation art is going to become more common.  She imagines the widespread use of commercial, social and personal art installations, as 
technology advances our need for human connection. 
 
She remembers an exhibit where people were crowded into a cage and then informed that their experience was like that of a chicken in a factory farm. Five minutes 
in the art piece was very uncomfortable. When people thought about a lifetime like that, they were moved into action. 
 
For me, installation art is an effective, peaceful vehicle for communication and inspiration, something this world definitely needs. 
 
Angelaôs advice for emerging artists is ñLearn, baby, learn!ò She has learned the hard way to let go of her resistance to the advantages that technology offers an 
emerging artist.  These days, you can promote yourself and create art with very little money, and she likes to see young artists take advantage of that.  
 
At the same time, know your limitations. Hire a professional writer if you do not understand how to craft an impactful artist statement. Mary Gustafson (http://
maryswriting.com/) is her secret weapon! Hire an attorney and an accountant to create a corporation to keep your personal money and art career separate.  
 
Admit that you do better with accountability. Collaborate! Do not try to do it alone, but learn from everyone.  Read books about what interests you. Everything you 
learn informs your art. 
 
Practice, practice, practice!  Many artists are highly sensitive and exposure can be challenging. Practice being seen and known as much as possible. For Angela, this 
is still one of the hardest parts of being an artist. It is funny. She thinks most artists want to be famous, but not known.  Many of us hide behind our art.   
 
 
 
Angela was thrilled when Didi Menendez (http://goss183.magcloud.com/) invited her to create 3D art for Freak Out in April at the Zhou B Art Center in Chicago.  
She is enjoying the exploration of mobiles as an art form.   
 
Angela was honored to have her sculpture and fine art photography curated by Lynn Lourie into the MUM 117 (http://mum117.com/) boutique in Barrington, Illi-
nois. 
 
Currently, Angela is at work on a piece entitled Meta as in meta-cognition, meta-data, etc.  The project involves a collection of enormous nails piercing wood. She is 
also creating a piece on the concept of self, entitled Synapse. Angela found 28 identical coffee table legs that she has turned upside down on wooden bases. Angela is 
fashioning balls out of steel wire to sit atop these legs. This piece illustrates that human existence only occurs in the spaces between our synapses. 
 
Visit Angela Swan on her website: http://angelaswan.com  

http://www.bertleveille.com
http://www3.mcachicago.org/2015/salcedo
http://angelaswan.com
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POWERFUL DYNAMIC WOMAN - AMY VAN WINKLE 

 



 

 

Amy: ñBeauty, despair, color, line, etc. surround us all at every moment. She thinks 

the key is just taking the time to look around and breathe it in.ò 

Amy Van Winkle was born in Norwood, MA. After a few moves, her family settled outside of Chicago. Amy has always struggled with being an artist 

without an art degree.  She worried about how she would be viewed and accepted by other artists, galleries and collectors.  Now, after many years of self-doubt, Amy 

realize that it was only her issue. She has also come to realize that her education and work history in marketing, project management and sales has been a huge benefit 

in building her art career. Amy has the advantage of knowing how to communicate efficiently, network effectively, market and brand myself and source information 

that can further enhance my career.  

Amy wanted to be a professional artist since she could remember. Unfortunately and fortunately, she took another path with her education and career for many years. 

Through all my career choices, she continued to create, take classes and find artistic outlets. Art was her therapy and escape from the daily grind of corporate America. 

In 2001, the week of 9/11, she opened a home d®cor shop specializing in art from Southeast Asia. Amyôs business grew over the next seven (7) years as well as her 

vision to bring fresh art to the Chicago market. This included many local Chicago artists as well as her own art. Amy started attracting collectors.  She was thrilled and 

honored that something she created would be admired and loved by someone else.  With the birth of my son in 2011 Amy decided to take her art to the next level and 

pursue it as a career.  Her son, Declan, is her greatest creation and by far the biggest influence for living the life she has always dreamed. 

Amyôs early artistic pursuits involved a #2 pencil and a sketchpad. From there she began creating mixed media work on canvas with old textbooks and acrylic. In 
2000, Amy moved to Hong Kong and began traveling around Southeast Asia. She opened a home d®cor shop in September of 2001 and represented artists from her 
travels in Vietnam, Thailand and Laos as well as local Chicago artists. She also began showing and selling her work and building a following.  
 
Amy now works mainly in the medium of Encaustic, a wax based medium. Amy considers her work abstract expressionism. That being said, she often incorporates a 
landscape vibe and throw in mixed media elements to direct the eye and help communicate her message.  Amy does not always work in series, but she does always 
choose a color palette and let the colors direct the process. Almost always, her vision is not realized but the outcome is typically better than she envisioned.   
 
Amy spends as much time as possible in her studio! My goal is a minimum of 15 hours a week. She has two studios at the moment, a home studio and my studio at the 

Zhou B Art Center. Having a four (4) year old son means she has to accommodate his schedule and needs first. Amy typically paints at home in the morning when her 

son is at preschool and in the evening when heôs asleep. When Amy has larger work to complete or commissioned pieces, she hires a babysitter and come down to the 

Bridgeport studio.  Amy loves having uninterrupted time and long days to paint. 

 

Watch  Amy Van Winkle video 
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This Is How It Works by Amy Van Winkle 



 

 

Wonderful Unknown, II by Amy Van Winkle 
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New Mexico Mirage by Amy Van Winkle 
 
Amy states ñI havenôt had many solo exhibits. That is one of my goals over the next few years. However, I have been a part of many group exhibitions. I enjoy the 
comradery of a group exhibition and the energy of having a diverse group of artists showing at the same time. For me, being an artist at the Zhou B Center and part of 
their monthly 3rd Friday opening has provided me with the best opportunities. Through the center, I have developed many relationships with other artists, curators and 
collectors. Iôve sold work, received commissions and invitations for group shows. Having a venue that allows for constant exposure has had a huge impact on my 
career.ò 
Bluerider Art in Taipei City, Taiwan, has represented Amy since May of 2015. Bluerider Gallery specializes in showcasing modern art and introducing western artists 
to the Taiwan market. She started with a group exhibition called Chicago Invasion that included work by five (5) artists from the Zhou B Art Center. Bluerider Gallery 
has also included Amyôs work in two international art fairs, ART Taipei and Context Art Miami. 

 
Amyôs advice for emerging artist is set clear intentions for what you want to achieve. If you want to make a living from creating art, treat it like a business. Take busi-
ness classes; learn how to market your work and yourself. Network and then network some more. Find artists or business people you admire and ask lots of questions. 
Most people love to talk about themselves and help. Itôs an ever-changing environment so be open minded, willing to adapt and constantly in ódiscovery/researchô 
mode.  One more thingéyou must have a web presence and it must be constantly updated and easy to navigate.  
Amy has so many cool projects coming up in the next few months. She has three (3) large commissions she is starting. Two (2) for a law firm in Chicago and one for a 
residence on the north shore.  These commissions came through one of her galleries and an art consultant. Amy also has two (2) group exhibitions this spring in Chica-
go. (check Amyôs website for details) And finally, Amy is collaborating with another artist on a really exciting project. The pieces are starting to materialize as well as 
the marketing plans. 2016 is going to be an exciting year for Amy Van Winkle! 
 
 
Visit Amy Van Winkle  on her web site: http://amyvanwinkle.com 
 



 

 

Lake View by Amy Van Winkle 
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Wonderful Unknown, XX by Amy Van Winkle 
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Watch the Video of the  

The Princess, the Fire and the Castle e-book 

created by Roberto Alborghetti and Mitrani Yarden.  
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THE FAIRY TALE OF VOLCANO DRESS: 
A SHOW OF ART, FASHION AND BEAUTY FROM HOPES PROJECT 

 
The Princess, the Fire and the Castle is an e-book created by Roberto Alborghetti and Mitrani Yarden. It is a 

modern fairy tale with 40 wonderful photos, 80 pages, an amazing graphic style offering a great show of 

Art, Fashion and Beauty! Itôs a present for your New Year 2016. The story is set in the impressive Rocca 

Aldobrandesca, a XIII Century fortress in Piancastagnaio (Siena, Tuscany, Italy) with the participation of 

model and actress Ginevra Bertolani.  

 

FROM A RUSTY BUS TO THE VOLCANO DRESS 

Everything revolves around a rusty and dusty bus: "The Ghost Bus", which Roberto Alborghetti admired in 

October 2014 in an old warehouse of vintage cars, at Bartons Plc, on the outskirts of Nottingham, in the 

historic land of Robin Hood. A great opportunity for him, for his "Lacer/actions" research concerning abstract 

photos of decay and corrosion on billboards, natural cracks and scratches, urban and industrial materials. 

Roberto took over 500 macro photographs that revealed another dimension, and another point of view, about 

the old English bus. He created a short film, which was premiered in Nottingham on March 2015 in 

collaboration with Bartons Plc and Act Group (Beeston) gathering great attention and media coverage.  

One of those images from "The Ghost Bus" series hit Mitrani Yarden, based in Florence fashion designer and 

artist, founder of his own ñHotCoutureò trademark. He is convinced that colors and shapes of abstract images 

from Roberto artworks are innovative elements for fabrics design and for haute couture creations and 

collections. So Yarden worked up that image making a fabric print and creating an high fashion dress, called 

"Volcano" because of the uniqueness of its colors, which remind of an explosion of flames and burning lava. 

It was an awesome job.  

Mitrani Yarden took six meters of glossy crepe, producing a design with distinctive colors (the range aligns 

twenty shades). The dress features a large spaces form which arises between classic and futurist expressions. 

It is intended to be a message inviting to the preservation of natural beauty and environmental protection. The 

musician and composer Eylon Malhi, from Tel Aviv, composed and performed a mini-opera called "Amore  # 

1". 

 

The e-book is supporting Hopes Project (Art Making The World A Better Place).  

 

Published by Marna (bilingual version, English and Italian) is available in many online bookstores and on 

HOPES STORE  at only 0,99 Euro.  

 

Purchase e-book online at  

http://www.mitraniyarden.com/#!shop/t4oot 

http://www.mitraniyarden.com/#!shop/t4oot
http://www.mitraniyarden.com/#!shop/t4oot


 

 
 

Online book stores that sell The Princess, the Fire and the Castle e-book 

 

9 am 
http://www.9am.it/sito/Catalog/Language0/Default.aspx?
template=ebookDettaglio.html&ck=WRWIORYWPY&F=Codice&V=%279788866700883%27 
 
 Hoepli 
http://www.hoepli.it/ebook/the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle/9788866700883.html 
 
 Excalibooks 
http://www.excalibooks.com/Ebook/I/Alborghetti_Roberto_Yarden_Mitrani/
The_princess_the_fire_and_the_castle/9788866700883 
 
 Ultimabooks   
http://store.streetlib.com/the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle 
 
 Net-ebook - Mediaworld     
http://www.net-ebook.it/ebooks/162985/The-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle.aspx 
 
 TIM Reading     
http://www.timreading.it/home.php/ebook-the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle-alborghetti-roberto-mitrani-yarden-
marna-9788866700883.html 
 
 Libreria Universitaria   
http://www.libreriauniversitaria.it/ebook/9788866700883/autore-alborghetti-roberto/the-princess-the-fire-and-the-
castle-e-book.htm 
 
 Sanpaolostore   
http://www.sanpaolostore.it/the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle-roberto-alborghetti-9788866700883.aspx 
 
 Ebookstore Unit¨      
http://ebook.unita.it/catalog/product/view/id/191998/ 
 

 
 
                  Roberto Alborghetti                                                                Mitrani Yarden.  

http://www.9am.it/sito/Catalog/Language0/Default.aspx?template=ebookDettaglio.html&ck=WRWIORYWPY&F=Codice&V=%279788866700883%27
http://www.9am.it/sito/Catalog/Language0/Default.aspx?template=ebookDettaglio.html&ck=WRWIORYWPY&F=Codice&V=%279788866700883%27
http://www.hoepli.it/ebook/the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle/9788866700883.html
http://www.excalibooks.com/Ebook/I/Alborghetti_Roberto_Yarden_Mitrani/The_princess_the_fire_and_the_castle/9788866700883
http://www.excalibooks.com/Ebook/I/Alborghetti_Roberto_Yarden_Mitrani/The_princess_the_fire_and_the_castle/9788866700883
http://store.streetlib.com/the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle
http://www.net-ebook.it/ebooks/162985/The-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle.aspx
http://www.timreading.it/home.php/ebook-the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle-alborghetti-roberto-mitrani-yarden-marna-9788866700883.html
http://www.timreading.it/home.php/ebook-the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle-alborghetti-roberto-mitrani-yarden-marna-9788866700883.html
http://www.libreriauniversitaria.it/ebook/9788866700883/autore-alborghetti-roberto/the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle-e-book.htm
http://www.libreriauniversitaria.it/ebook/9788866700883/autore-alborghetti-roberto/the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle-e-book.htm
http://www.sanpaolostore.it/the-princess-the-fire-and-the-castle-roberto-alborghetti-9788866700883.aspx
http://ebook.unita.it/catalog/product/view/id/191998/
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Visual Art & Italian Super Wine to welcome the New Yearé 
 

Roberto Alborghetti & Mitrani Yarden have created the official label for the bottles of the prestigious Vol-
cano Amiata Wine produced in limited-edition by Azienda Agricola Pinzi Pinzuti (Abbadia S.Salvatore, 
Tuscany, Siena, Italy). It's a great DOC wine (with a designation of origin) obtained from vineyards grow-
ing in volcanic rocks of the extinct Amiata Volcano (13% vol., Category: Ceragiolo). 

 
 

VOLCANIC LABEL FOR  

VOLCANO AMIATA WINE (TUSCANY, ITALY) 

 

For further inquires  contact  Roberto Alborghetti & Mitrani Yarden  at http://www.mitraniyarden.com/#!shop/t4oot 

http://www.mitraniyarden.com/#!shop/t4oot
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CHANGE IN THE ART ROOM  
 

by Jamie Glaser, new columnist  

Jamie Glaser currently lives in Montgomery with her husband and four daughters. Jamie is 
a visual artist and elementary teacher. She teaches art education at Lakewood Creek Ele-
mentary in Montgomery, IL. Jamie paints for herself because of a primal need to create. 
She will continue to paint until the need is filled. Then she gladly moves on to something 
new. She hopes that day never comes. 



 

 

CHANGE IN THE ART ROOM by Jamie Glaser 
 
The Illinois state standards for art education have been rewritten and are currently being shown to ISBE for approval. This is a big leap towards 21 century skills 
for students. The old standards were mainly based on the elements and principles of art. For example, a project might have been based on lines. Students would 
look at a few artworks that use lines as a focus point. Then they would create art using lines following the guided instruction by the teacher. Memorizing the 
types of lines: straight, spiral, and zigzag would be the main concern in an elementary classroom. The new Illinois art standards, based off the National Arts 
Standards for visual arts (www.nationalartsstandards.org) incorporate four anchor standards: Creating, Presenting, Responding, and Connecting. I have been 
transitioning my art program to the new standards and I am really excited to see the changes in my students and their work. Let me walk you through an elemen-
tary art lesson for todayôs classroom and how it benefits your students. 
 
Step 1: Connect 
I hook the students with an interesting topic. ñYou will be a toy designer. In this project you will design a board game with an outer space theme.ò I chose this 
theme because they were also going to be learning about space in the classroom, the first connection. They will have to create the game, rules, and all the pieces 
needed to play. Many students made the connection that we are not taking care of our planet and would need to escape Earth. Students should make personal 
connections to their art and having social, cultural, or historical connections will deepen understanding. 
 
Step 2: Creating 
Okay my 5th grade kids are excited. They want to make a game. Itôs time to make a plan. ñGet out your sketchbooks. We need to brainstorm all the board games 
you love to play. What is the best part of each game? List all the features you might like to use: a spinner, dice, cards, etc. List all the space themes you could 
use. Talk in your groups about the ideas you have. Draw out anything that inspires you. There are no bad ideas and you may not cross anything out. Our brains 
need the bad ideas to spring board us to good ones. Over the next week your homework is to play board games with friends and family. Research all things space 
and narrow down your focus.ò  
 
The kids came to class with printouts of planets and constellations, 
space books, and drawings of board game ideas. They were ready 
to move on to develop these ideas. I showed the kids a few games 
and we looked over the direction sheet that comes in the game 
box. It told us some important information. I passed out a work-
sheet which asked them to write the Title, Age of Players, Number 
of Players, Object of the Game, Set Up, and How to Play. Many of 
the kids had a title with no problem, but the object was often 
something like players start on start and end on end. Hmm this 
needs refinement. We discussed the object again. Like the cover 
on a book, you want to hook the player to want to play your game. 
What is the point of your game? If the title is Mission to Mars, the 
players start where? Students brainstormed, whole group, and I 
wrote their ideas on the board: Earth, the I.S.S., a UFO, a space-
ship. Okay now remind me where I am going? ñTo Mars!ò they 
said excitedly. Now who can add why I am going to Mars? This is 
our mission. They again gave lots of reasons connecting to the 
environmental state of our planet and a need to escape. With a 
revised and refined plan. The homework was to finish the work-
sheet at home and be ready to start the actual game the next week. 
They spent time in class over the next few weeks creating the 
board, the players, the cards and anything else the games needed. 
They used a variety of materials to complete this. Paper, card 
stock, air dry clay, cardboard, print making supplies, and more. 
We sat in different groups to use these materials. We talk about 
composition and craftsmanship throughout the project and why 
work needs to be thoughtful and neat. ñOur art is our language, 
sloppy work is hard to read.ò  
 
Step 3: Presenting and Step 4: Responding 
In this project, the students will be playing the games of other 
students therefore presenting and responding go together. We are 
in groups of four already, so each group will play four games from 
the class. Each student will write a review of one of the four 
games, using a rubric to rate the game. They will be looking at 
both the esthetic look and feel of the game, as well as the object, 
easy of play, and overall fun of the game. The students will leave 
the worksheet with the game so the group can understand the 
game, play it, and evaluate it.  
 
This project was challenging, interesting and fun. It will be awe-

some to watch the kids play each otherôs games and critique them. 

My goal is that all kids feel creative and can utilize their creativity 

in art class and elsewhere. The new state standards will help kids 

learn the creative process, think critically, and self-critique. I know 

change in the art room can be intimidating, but the benefits are 

truly worthwhile.      
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INJUNG OH ROCKS! 

photos by  Erin Zhoushi 



 

 

keeping it fresh!   
mixing it up with new trends! 

photos by  Erin Zhoushi 

(left) InJung Oh One the Cover 
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InJung Oh with her husband Michael Zhou (Executive Director of the Zhou B Art Center) 



 

 

ñArt is a magical tool, a place, a best friend to fill the missing piece in life to make it wholeò 
 

InJung Oh is a Chicago based Korean-American artist. Ohôs art collection reflects a self-discovery journey that she personally embarked on Over the years, Ohôs 

inspiration has come from the clashing of cultural energies she has witnessed within society. She is determined to find harmony between the sexes and cultural challenge 
using dynamics symbolism.  
 
Oh shares ñMy family has been a major influencing factor that has inspired my art career. Growing up in a very traditional Korean house hold, my father is the "King" of 
our home. Growing up he would tell me many great Korean tales of the famous Kings which has taken shape in my works that I have created today. First with the "King 
and I" painting I created in 2005 evolving into my óVolossomô series of today. I would not be where I am today without the influence and support of my family. I'm very 
grateful each day for their constant support and inspirations. I believe that the more I see and experience in my everyday life my art will only grow stronger and bolder 
through time.ò 
 
For the last decade, Oh has been interpreting her visions in 2004 of herself floating in the sky with her body represented as stamen in the shape of a flower. Oh branded her 
visual form with the title Volossom, meaning manifestation of wish or will. Volossom is an important symbol in her paintings. It represents life and existence. It serves as 
symbol of the different stages of life people may encounter along the way. Since the debut of the symbolic form Volossom it has evolved from a literal depiction to 
an elaborate, layered structure of interconnected ideas.  

YƛƴƎ ŀƴŘ L ōȅ LƴƧǳƴƎ hƘ 
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InJung Ohôs artistic process is constantly changing and evolving over time. 
As an artist she believes that you have to challenge yourself and push your-
self during the creative process in order to break through. She has been work-
ing intuitively.  InJung explained ñMy hands move faster than her brain 
which means that I understand what I have created after the crea-
tive process. When I get an idea that makes my heart beat so fast. I tend to 
make it first and evaluate after. As I mature in life as an artist I think the 
execution of my work will be greater. I believe that you can only create the 
art; even it is a ñmistakeò it is what you are feeling at that moment. So while I 
am juggling being a mother of two (2) children, a wife, and an artist, which 
can get chaotic at times, I am driven to continue to be creative and produc-
tive. This is my way of express myself and connect with the audience by 
sharing your art.ò 
 
During InJung Ohôs years at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, she 
was at her studio every day from morning to night even over night at times. 
Injung Ohôs studio is her laboratory, her playground, her church etc... But 
after she began a mother for the first time, she learned to balance her art 
practice with motherhood. Now a mother of two (2) adorable children, Injung 
schedules her studio work a couple times a week while coordinating her art 
administrative work and art meetings. No matter how busy she gets she al-
ways tries to find time to work in her my studio.  
 
InJung Oh shared ñThe Zhou Brothers has inspired many artists and me. 
Being fortunate to observe closely and being closely surrounded by their 
influence has motivated me and the strength to move forward.  It is truly 
amazing how the Zhou Brothers started from humble beginnings to be cata-
lyst for positive changes in the Chicagoland art and international art commu-
nities. Their life journey provides artists with the encouragement to persevere 
and move forward. Their experience reminds you when the going gets tough 
to remember to dig down deep and never stop following your dreams. The 
Zhou Brothers have created an extremely special place for the artists at the 
Zhou B Art Center. Having my studio at the center along with my fellow 
Zhou B artists is very inspirational and together we have the confidence to 
pursue our artistic talents.ò  
 
InJung Oh shares that her husband (Michael Zhou) really makes it possible 
for her to be an artist. Not only does he support her art practices he encour-
ages her when she is feeling overwhelmed and gives me the strength to keep 
going. If did not Have Michael supporting me, it would be impossible to 
create and maintain the balance between my personal life and art career.  
 
InJung Oh says ñIn order to pull off a solo exhibition you have to be a very 
dedicated artist! I was very blessed to have my solo exhibition at Bluerider 
Art Gallery Taipei, Taiwan in 2013. I was the first artist to exhibit in the new 
gallery and was very fortunate to have great results from my exhibit. After 
the success of my very first solo exhibition in Taipei I had my second child 
and then my art was put on hold once again. This was the first year in a very 
long time that I had really promoted my art through an exhibition. I have had 
three solo exhibitions this year from the Ed Paschke Art Center to the Zhou B 
Art Center during the center's 11th year anniversary celebration. With any 
exhibition I always try to learn a lot by examining, engaging, and sharing my 
art with my viewers. After an exhibition is over it gives me personal closure 
and I can reflect on what I can do to improve my presentation and take my art 
to another level.ò 
 
Tell us about your international exhibiting experience. 
ñIt is truly a blessing to be able to exhibit my art all over the world. I am 
very fortunate to be able to work with many passionate individuals who 
believe in me as an artist and in my works. I still remember my first solo 
exhibition in Taipei, it was truly special to have my close friends and family 
to attend the opening of my exhibit in Taipei. That was really a highlight of 
my young art career. After Taipei, I was very fortunate to be included in 
many group exhibitions curated by the Director of Exhibitions of the Zhou B 
Art Center, Sergio Gomez. It is truly an artist's dream to have the works 
created inside your intimate studio space being able to travel the world. 
Through those experiences you are able to gain a new perspective with your 
works and grow from the feedback you receive from your audience.ò 
 
Tells us how significant collaborative partnerships have been in your ca-
reer and being involved with an artist community. 
ñI think by being a part of the Zhou B Art Center it really activates your 
collaborative spirit. By that I mean, the Zhou Brothers have one of the most 
amazing collaborations of our time. They have been collaborating over 40 
plus years with their art practices and every single works of art created by 
them have been created together. Their creative spirit really lives inside the 
center that they have created for artists. Recently, I was fortunate enough to 
collaborate with the Ed Paschke Art Center, Jefferson Park District and the 
University of Chicago for my Thousand Wish Project. The Thousand Wish 
Project is an important element in the ongoing transformation of Volossom. It 
is my vision transformed from  the wishful world of my own studio and into 
the local community. It is an ongoing interactive visual workshop, which 
encourages participants to explore, articulate and give shape to a latent wish 
or desire using creative art mediums.  
 

 
 
The collective and diverse visual wishes will ultimately create a united voice. 
Besides institutional collaborations, I also collaborated with an emerging 
Chicago based fashion designer - 84Rockwell. Together we created a limited 
edition InJung Oh Artist Series leather belt bag. We had a great launch event 
at VMR boutique in the Gold Coast recently and have been receiving great 
response from our collaboration. But all of this would not be possible if not 
for the Zhou B Art Center. This special place has given me and many artists 
the magic key to unlocking our art careers.ò 

Leaves of Life  - Green I  by Injung Oh 



 

 

InJung Oh at her studio in the Zhou B Art Center . 

WATCH  Volossom Video featuring InJung Oh  
 

WATCH InJung Oh captured on News Magazine Chicago 
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Mother and Child by InJung Oh 



 

 

Open Door  by InJung Oh  
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Tells us about your non-for-profit organization, how it has inspired you and how this the organization has influenced your art practice.  
ñAfter I finished my Master of Fine Arts studies at School of the Art Institute. I began to help my pastor from my previous church in Northbrook with 
their arts education program for two (2) years. At that time I also had my studio at the Zhou B Art Center. I have exhibited the works of my students 
during one of our 3rd Friday openings. After spending more and more time in Bridgeport The Community of the Future what most people call it, I felt 
that there was a need to offer some arts education to the community.  This led to the Family Celebration Day offering 12 various creative workshops for 
the community with the help of fellow Zhou B artists. It was natural how Zhou B Art Center was the only place which was created and founded by the 
artists for the artist and the community. I found my non-for-profit organization in 2013 and with the guidance of my advisers it is currently going 
through some changes. Oh, which stands for Open Horizon, Art Foundation will offer special art educational opportunities to the students and commu-
nity. This organization goes hand in hand with my Thousand Wish Project which is very important to the evolution of Volossom.ò  
 
Tells us about the recent expansion of your brand to various products. 
ñAfter my Volossom Decade solo exhibition at the Zhou B Art Center. The image of Volossom as wish flower image is developing into its own identity 
through various projects and collaborations. My Thousand Wish Project that I have activated has created a platform to were local community residents 
with no arts background can  express themselves creatively through art. I also have been collaborating with an emerging Chicago based fashion designer 
to launch our art + Fashion collaboration events throughout the city. Together with 84Rockwell we have launched our limited edition "InJung Oh Artist 
Series" wearable art in a well-crafted leather belt bag made in USA painted uniquely inside my studio at the Zhou B Art Center.ò 

Ecstatic  by InJung Oh 



 

 

Secret Garden  by InJung Oh 

As an emerging artist Injung Oh believes that the art grows as the artist matures in life so she does not believe in overnight success. The ones that we see as the 
overnight sensations typically do not have the staying power to withstand the test of time. Almost all of the highly successful artists all have 
a tremendous amount of work ethic. She believes that hard work and persistence is the key to success for anything and everything in life. Injung Oh shares ñDo 
not ever give up on your dreams. If you believe in something you have to work hard and fight all the way to the end to reach your goals. So if this is what you 
really want, find the way to make it part of your life. Think about how you can last 20 or 40 plus years like the Zhou Brothers to create and maintain what you 
love.ò 
 
Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects. 
ñI am currently building my first independent art space together with my husband Michael. We are renovating a 3 story, 5500 sq. ft. building in Bridgeport. We 
are both extremely excited and a bit stressed at the same time with this project. Stressed like any new projects there is always challenges and obstacles ahead. 
With this being our first project we are more excited than anything else. The project consists of a gallery space on the 1st level, spaces for artist residencies, and 
also will be our home for our art collections. I can't wait to share more with you once the project is complete in the spring of 2016!ò 
 
Visit InJung Oh on her website:  http://www.injungoh.com 
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Canvas Sculpture Study I by InJung Oh  



 

 

Canvas Sculpture Study II by InJung Oh  
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Photograph by Mike White 



 

 

Photograph by Mike White 
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Photograph by Mike White 



 

 

Photograph by Mike White 
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M A C H Y A R   K U M B A N G  
Neoclassical Artist  

President Barack Obama by  Machyar Kumbang  



 

 

Machyar Kumbang was born into a large and devoted religious family in Aceh, the northwestern area of Indonesiaôs archipelago. His father is a 

carpenter and religious teacher. For most of their lives, his family worked the farm with the help of two water buffalos to cultivate the soil. They grew rice, corn, cassava, 
beans, and green vegetables. The family also raised chickens and ducks among the bananas and coconut trees in our backyard. The family farm crops were used just for 
feeding our family since we did not have extra harvests for cash or barter for equal value. When Machyar was fourteen (14) he started to spend as much time painting as he 
could after school. Since dedicated art supplies were not readily available, he worked with house paints.  
 
About 20 years ago, Machyar came to America to pursue a career as an artist of classical discipline. Machyar studied at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, and 
prior to that he was a student at Maine College of Art. Through various scholarships, Machyar gained knowledge of academia, which pushed him to the next level of artist-
ry. Like many who came before him to this country and they have stories of human triumph. Machyar shares ñI became a citizen through my distinguished talent.ò 
 
Machyar Kumbang is a neoclassical artist. The techniques and principles he uses are not solely his own; rather, they are the techniques and principles of the Old Masters 
(given by God through them), and they live on through me. Machyar says ñThe Old Masters and I are one: I am in the Old Masters, and they are in me, even though they 
are greater than I am. I believe this is so based on the evidence of my creations. Anyone who has seen me has seen the Old Masters.ò The tradition of the Old Masters rep-
resents the acquisition of a body of knowledgeðthe pursuit of the human intellectual ability through attainment and workmanship. 
 
Works of the old Maters captivated Machyar. He loves what Leonardo da Vince, Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Michelangelo, Rembrandt and other old European masters have 
accomplished and cherished. Their legacies for the world are priceless. Capturing humans, animals and plants by using pigments and by sculpting marble is challenge, and 
he loves to experiment and work with it. 
 
 
Machyar creates his art from what interests him. Machyar paints landscapes, seascapes, animals, and human figures. He also do sculpting, fresco, etching, and architecture 
rendering. Historical aspect is one of his favorites. Personal experience and what is going around him in many cases become focus of subject matter. After Machyar does 
his research and solidify the inspiration, then he starts to do sketches, be pen or watercolor on paper. But there are times when do oil sketch and progress it into a painting. 
 
Machyar takes his time to finish a work of art and he spends many hours in studio throughout the day. He does not rush to finish whatever at hand. Some of my paintings 
took five years of work until they reached full maturity to match my vision. This may sound like a ridiculous amount of time, just to get one painting completed. But Mach-
yar does not feel it that way, and he would rather take a long view if it would be more gratifying to finish. Details matter, and he loves it; it takes time to get them right. 
Often, Machyar allow myself to work on more than one piece simultaneously. This process helps keep his perspective fresh and helps me fine-tune his ideas over time 
when he sets them aside for a few weeks or months at a time. The undertaking depends on the subject matter; some of his works Machyar likes to finish from the start to 
the end, particularly small pieces. 
 
For Machyar mediums he uses: oil pigments, water pigments, acrylic, pencil, charcoal. As canvas he uses linen, cotton duck, wood, paper, and plaster. The deployments of 
these mediums depend upon size, subject matter and texture Machyar wants to see after the piece is completed. On sculpture, he uses clay and plaster. 

Machyar creations are a way to communicate. Through his art, Machyar express his vision and he lets his audience and general public absorb and relate to it. 
 
With the bombardment of contemporary art today, tell us the challenges or barriers you have experienced being a neoclassical style, if any.  Or has presenting your 
neoclassical style worked to your advantage? 
Before Machyar had internet, it was very challenging for him as a classical artist.  There is a lack of resources in colleges and universities that openly support rigorous 
classical art classes so that students would be well trained in the classically tradition. Only a handful small private studios in America and Europe offer classical training, 
trying keeping old master traditions going, even that it still limits to painting for the most part. But with internet, this resolves these barriers and information is much more 
accessible now than it is ever been. So, his style neoclassical has worked and served me well. 
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Study of  A Reclining of Women by  Machyar Kumbang  

 
 
Locally to internationally how does the neoclassical style impact in the changing landscape of the art world? 
Machyar thinks neoclassical style and discipline approach to fine arts in coming back into world stage. He observes many people are gravitating toward the arts that 
speak and show craftsmanship and artistry. More private studios are now emerging to dedicate classes to teach their students how to learn classical skills. 
 
Machyar also thinks that classical works of arts will always among the leading human achievements. He would love to see more collectors and public institutions to 
come forward to patronize artists who are advancing their trade and talent. Society needs masterpieces to lean from, to cherish and treasure what they have accom-
plished. 



 

 

Study of  David by aŀŎƘȅŀǊ YǳƳōŀƴƎ  
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Tell us about which solo exhibition was a path which lead to more opportunities? And why? 
ñIôve never done a solo exhibition. I would love to do it when the opportunity presents itself.ò 

 
Tell us which exhibitions have had a significant impact on your career. 
Machyar was in a group exhibition in Jakarta 1995 at Gambir National Gallery. He sold two paintings, and that was the turning point on my life. 
 
Has gallery representation been an intricate part of your art career or has working independently been more beneficial to your career? Or have has 
combination of both?  
ñI do not have a gallery presentation at the moment. Many years ago, I would approach gallery workers from one city to the next to introduce myself and 
show them what I do. As much as I would like to see viable connections take me in right away, the reality is that building human and business relations often 
take time. Oftentimes, it is longer than expected. People need to take time to know me. I did not elicit a single invitation from a gallery to hear my story and 
to agree to present my works. However, I did not get discouraged by rejections, and besides, I do not believe that having a long list of gallery shows is worth 
much in my portfolio. In contrast, the Internet and my understanding of how to make my own simple website have been blessings for me. I do not have to go 
out to show my work unless I know there is valid interest. Notwithstanding, circumstances would dictate when and why I should initiate to have conversa-
tions with new prospects because, as Steve Jobs once said, a lot of times people do not know what they want until you show it to them. I continue to learn 
new ways to develop business savvy through online presentations, such as creating my web pages and making movies to tell my story, with greater visual 
interest. Ultimately, however, seeing my work on the computer screen, even on a retina display, is not the same as seeing it in person.ò 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Cerca Trova by aŀŎƘȅŀǊ YǳƳōŀƴƎ  



 

 

Whatôs your advice for emerging artist planning their entrance into the art world? 
Machyar advice for emerging artist is ñArtist should make sure that this is what they really want to do regardless the fear of income and their future financial 
stability. Because, there would be times artist might be starving and sleeping like homeless. Perseverance makes your passion find ways to feed and cloth your-
self.ò 
 
Tell us some of the influential people you have done portraits of "I did a portrait of Ambassador Andrew Young in 2004. The painting is displayed at the 
main lobby of Andrew Young School of Policy Studies, Atlanta.ò  

 
As you reflect back, tell us what has been the formula for a fulfilling and success art career. ñFor me success in fine art is in the quality of work. I feel fulfilled 
with I produced master works while I enjoyed the process.ò 
Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects. 
ñIôm working on two large paintings to complete in 2016: Encountering the Lions, 106 inches wide x 80 inches high. and American Liberty, 72 inches wide x 60 
inches high.  Both of the pieces are oil on canvas. In addition Iôm publishing my photo book, called A New master. It is 30 pages, and a brief artistôs statement. It 
is hard cover 12 inches x 12 inches, lay flat binding and beautiful images. The book to show the collections of pieces I created over many years. This is more a 
portfolio or table book, hence there is not much text in it as seen in the text art-book ($99.00).ò 
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aŀŎƘȅŀǊ YǳƳōŀƴƎ ŀǊǝǎǘ ǎǘŀǘŜƳŜƴǘ 
I am a neoclassical artist. The techniques and principles I use are not solely my own; rather, they are the techniques and principles of the Old Masters (given by God 
through them), and they live on through me. I and the Old Masters are one, and I am in the Old Masters and they are in me. Even though they are greater than I am. 
I believe this is so based on the evidence of my creations. Anyone who has seen me has seen the Old Masters. The tradition of the Old Masters represents the pur-
suit of humansô intellectual ability through attainment and workmanship. 
 
 
STORY BEHIND CREATIONS 
 
PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA 
Machyar Kumbang. 2014, 60 inches wide x 48 inches high, oil on canvas.  
Many have asked about the inspiration behind this masterpiece. I usually leave everything to viewers for their interpretations and how the painting speaks to them or 
how they relate to the piece. But, here are few points I like to highlight. What I was trying to capture is to reflect on American history and to tie the Obamaôs presi-
dency into different periods. Formulating the sketch and casting the render in way of classical discipline. Compelling. Fashionable while classic: not only on tangi-
ble objects that encompasses the figure like table, the document of US Declaration of Independence, book Team of Rivals/Doris Kearns Goodwin, bust of president 
Lincoln, clothing etc., but also on philosophical matter, politically speaking. For example. The US Declaration document, arguably, is still the best political frame-
work the world ever seen. (Iôve memorized the text). The document has great impact on Americans, thereby not to lose sight on principle regardless the vagaries 
and challenges of the moment. Through times and hardships, Americans have cultivated and exercised the political wisdom as crafted by Thomas Jefferson. The 
government of, and by, and for the people. In our time, America has made a history: it shows how far the country has come, from slavery where a time this presi-
dency would not have been possible. Another goal I was trying to accomplish is to make the creation to be one of the finest portrait-paintings ever created in our 
generation. But, time would tell. 
 
CONFRONTING THE LIONS 
Machyar Kumbang. 2015, 106 inches wide x 80 inches high, oil on Belgium linen. 
Inspiration. The Ox is a unique animal. Funny, sensitive, strong, loves to play with water. They can sense if a person around them whether has loving temperament 
or bad mood. Ox is commonly not comfortable with total stranger at first, unless the owner is around. I grew up with Ox to work our field. I had good and fun time, 
but I was too small and I was teenager to work and take care of the Ox. It is hard work. Finding grass or green stuff to feed them can some times very frustrating. 
There were some days during dry season, not much rain, that I could not find much grass. Every where I went only to find dried land with not much vegetation. 
Surely, I was sad because they were hungry and they started losing weight for few days. This my early life experience inspires me to create this painting. 
 
THROUGH WRECKAGE OF TSUNAMI 
Machyar Kumbang. 2014, 48 inches wide x 38 inches high, oil on Belgium linen.  
Inspiration. Over ten years ago, Tsunami struck Indian Ocean from Sumatra to cost of Africa, Sri Lanka and Thailand. I started to work on the subject matter based 
on witness accounts of family members and close friends. It is surreal how survivals described the event, and over a million were affected by the giant wave. 
 
THE WHALE 
Machyar Kumbang. 2012, 39 inches wide x 29 inches high, oil on Belgium linen. 
Inspiration. I love the story of Moby-Dick. Though, the piece I created is not about hunting the white whale or other kind of big whale. What I'm trying to describe 
is the boats caught in the storm and the whale is trying to find its way back to deep sea. 
 
CERCA TROVA (seek and you shall find) 
Machyar Kumbang. 2012, 48 inches wide x 36 inches high, oil on Belgium linen. 
Inspiration. It is about animals story. A story many times I was told before I was ten to see how quick, a wise way to find a solution to man's dilemma. A man has to 
find a way to cross river safely with lion, goat, a roll of grass without all or any of them get drowned into the water. The problem is only two can go on the boat at 
one time and he can't leave lion with goat. I didn't quite figure it out what the man should do and the story stuck in the back on my mind for so long until my adult-
hood. But, I did find the solution and it is the artist's solution after many years of searching to the answer. So I painted the piece: that the man is crossing the river 
assuredly with the lion and goat, and with stack of grass. 
 
DUNGENESS 
Machyar Kumbang. 2001, 36 inches wide x 24 inches high, oil on canvas. 
Inspiration. My personal inspiration for executing this painting of Dungeness was born out of my visit to the mansion on the Cumberland Island National Seashore, 
Georgia, United States of America. Being there surrounded by the ruins, the wildlife, the secluded island atmosphere; imaging what life must have been like here 
over a century ago was a heady experience for me. I noticed, despite being in ruin, is still vibrant; not just because of its imposing physical structure, but because 
somehow, it still bespeaks commitment general public and the people who preserve it. 
 
HOUSE RESIDENT 
Machyar Kumbang, 2010; 30 inches x 22 inches; watercolor on paper. 
 
STUDY OF DAVID 
Machyar Kumbang, 1999; 18 inches wide x 24 inches high, pencil on paper. 
 
STUDY OF RECLINING WOMAN 
Machyar Kumbang, 1998; 11 inches wide x 8.5 inches high, pencil on paper. 
 
STUDY OF RECLINING WOMAN 
Machyar Kumbang, 1999; 16.5 inches wide x 14 high, charcoal on paper. 
 
PHILOSOPHER 
Machyar Kumbang, 1997; 43 inches high, 25 inches width, plaster. (Private collection). 
 
 
 
Visits Machyar Kumbang  on his website: http://www.mkfinearts.com 



 

 

Dungeness by Machyar Kumbang.  
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President Barack Obama  
by  Machyar Kumbang  



 

 

 Confronting the Lions by Machyar Kumbang  
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Portrait of a Man by Machyar Kumbang  



 

 

Philosopher and Machyar  

by Machyar Kumbang  
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M I  K  E   W H I T E  
 

extraordinary photographer 



 

 

Mike White career started as a graphic designer and art director for about a decade after college. He had the rewarding opportunity to design many high 
profile collateral, billboards and corporate identity for businesses before the work turned almost exclusively into web-design. Eventually, Mike spent years 
doing nothing more than coding for the web, and felt he was losing touch with his creative past.  As an emerging painter from childhood who also exhibited 
drawing and sculpture, Mike did not feel he was using his creativity or art education to its fullest potential. It was around this time that Mike found a great 
outlet in photography. 
 
While Mike was still working as a web designer, he started using a digital camera to get the shots needed for the sites he was working on. Mike bought a 
second camera for the sole purpose of capturing nature and the beauty of everyday things that he encountered in my daily life. But once Mike realized that 
he did not have to limit himself by waiting for these opportunities, he set out to create his own world through photography. 
 
Mike is responsible for producing commercial photography for marketing, advertising promotions and public relations. His strongest skill is in portraiture.  
So that is what he prefers to be hired to do, but often projects require him to draw on his experience with fashion, product and elements of live event capture.  
All good skills that pose different challenges. Mikeôs clients hire him to help them express their message visually, and it is always great to be involved in 
that creative process. 
 
When art directors hire Mike for his vision, and expertise, it is often because it already matches their vision, and can easily fits the message they want to 
convey. Mikeôs years as an art director and graphic designer made him realize that this is all about collaborative problem-solving. As an artist, the opposite 
is true, and he is only responsible for creating his own vision. 
 
The visual arts side of Mikeôs career is not commercially driven, and is centered around portraiture and figurative work. It always starts with a vision or 
story that Mike feels strongly about making time in his schedule to self-produce. This often gives him the opportunity to stretch the boundaries of his crea-
tivity with a very limited budget. Mike explains ñThere is a freedom in collaborating on self-produced projects that you will never get when working with a 
client. This allows everyone involved an opportunity to be part of a collaboration where creative risks can be highly rewarding.ò 

Zhou Brothers photograph by Mike White 
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Photograph by Mike White 



 

 

Photograph by Mike White 
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Photograph by Mike White 



 

 

Photograph by Mike White 
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Photograph by Mike White 

Photograph by Mike White 



 

 

Photograph by Mike White 
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Mike White was introduced to photography as an elective of his degree in Visual Communications, but it never inspired him to become a photographer.  It felt 
less connected to the process and outlet he experienced creating drawings and paintings. Fourteen (14) years into his decision to be a graphic designer, Mike 
picked up a camera again and realized that the images most powerful to him were those in cinema. When Mike created an image, he is constantly placing it 
within a story. Sometimes even with music. The lighting of film noir movies, the aching desire of countless dramas, and the compositions of master cinematog-
raphers and the often overlooked soundtrack continue to influence and fuel my aesthetics. Photographers that have had the most influence on me are Richard 
Avedon, Helmut Newton and Jealous Sieve.  
 
Mikeôs originally approached photography as a creative outlet, and never had the goal to turn into a business. When my focus shifted away from landscapes 
towards portraiture, Mike was actually a little surprised when he was first hired to photograph local actors, models and musicians. As the demand for his work 
expanded to international agencies, recording artists and published work with celebrities, Mike realized that he had to stop showing work that took him away 
from that focus. 
 
 
Tells us the latest trends in photography impacting the profession.  
ñThe good news is that there are hardly any limits on being a photographer today.  As soon as digital photography became accessible to anyone who could af-
ford a cheap camera or phone, it was clear that the playing field was changed forever. While more exclusive parts of the profession are thriving, other parts like 
event photography are suffering from an over saturation of cameras. Itôs not uncommon to find dozens of people instantly posting event photos even before the 
professional photos go to press. This type of trend has makes the professional photography worth less from a professional, creative or monetary standpoint, but 
also signals to the professionals to keep evolving ways to add value to their services.ò 
 
Whatôs your vision for photography in the next five years?  
ñI'm in the process of defining my style by evaluating and distancing myself from everything that hasn't contributed to true growth. My goal is to also shift away 
from taking creative assignments that can easily be done by any photographer for hire, and focus on doing the work that strengthens my style and vision.ò 
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 Whatôs your best advice for emerging photographers? 
ñI spent many early years enjoying sharing my photography with friends as a trade for services. However, I advise against letting a business or a brand profit 
from your work without proper compensation. Only by being aware of the professional value for your services, will you ever be able to grow your business, and 
preserve the opportunity for others to pursue photography as a career also. It's ok to remain a talented hobbyist and do what you love without compensation, but 
in the process, be wary of people who prey on your ego by offering you a credit or byline when your work is used in place of hiring a professional.ò 
 
Tell us what upcoming projects you have for 2016. 
ñIn addition to commercial assignments, I'm assigning myself some projects that require me to blend other mediums such as painting and motion capture.ò Be-
cause photography has the unlimited potential of combining every experience and creative skill that you develop outside the world of photography, the time you 
spend developing other creative skills can definitely strengthen your vision.ò 
 
Visit Mike White on his website: http://www.mikewhitephotography.com 
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S T E V E   P R I N C E  



 

 

Artist Steve A. Prince is a native of New Orleans, Louisiana, and he currently resides in Meadville, Pennsylvania.  Prince received his BFA from Xavier Universi-
ty of Louisiana and his MFA in Printmaking and Sculpture from Michigan State University. He is currently an Assistant Professor of Art, and Artist in Resident at 
Allegheny College.  He is represented by Yukon's Gallery in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Zuccotti Gallery in Atlanta, Georgia, and owner of One Fish Studio, LLC.  
Prince has created several public works including a life-size bronze bust of 1967 Congressional Medal of Honor recipient, Rupert Leon Sargent located in Hamp-
ton, Virginia, a 15ô stainless steel kinetic sculpture titled ñSong for Johnò located in Hampton, Virginia, a 8ô x 16ô woodcut titled ñMake Me Overò located in 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, and a 6ô x 6ô x 10ô welded aluminum sculpture titled ñOpen Expressionsò located in Richmond, Virginia. 
 
Prince received several honors for his art and scholarship including Second Prize in the Ruminate Magazine Kilos Foundation Visual Art Prize, a 2013 Janet and 
Walter Sondheim Prize Semi-finalist, the 2010 Teacher of the year for the City of Hampton, Virginia through the Virginia Public School Program, the two time 
Best in Show recipient at the Contemporary Art Center of Virginia Beach News Waves regional competition in 2001 and 2004, a Creating Excellence Award 
winner, of the ñVirginia Career and Technical Educationò, and a two time Semi-Finalist of The Trawick Prize, Annual Bethesda Contemporary Art Awards at 
Creative Partners Gallery, in Bethesda, Maryland. 

 
Prince has shown his art internationally in various solo, group, and juried exhibitions, at the Contemporary Art Center of Virginia, the National Gallery of the 
Bahamas, the Museum of Cultural Arts Center in Santa Catarina, Brazil, the Grand Rapids Museum of Art, the Portsmouth Courthouse Museum, the Louisiana 
Art and Science Museum, Hampton University Museum, the Museum of African American Culture in New Orleans, and the Peninsula Fine Arts Center to name a 
few. 
 
Prince has participated in several residencies including the 2014 and 2015 Torpedo Factory Visiting Artist Program, the 2012 Key holder Resident at Pyramid 
Atlantic in Silver Spring, MD, the 2008 and 2012 Artist in Residences at the Steward School in Richmond, VA, the 2007 Partners of the Americas Artist in Resi-
dence in Santa Catarina, Brazil, and the 2007 Artist in Residence in Winnipeg, Canada with the Invisible Dignity Project.  Prince has lectured and conducted 
workshops in both secular and sacred settings internationally in a variety of media.  Many of his hands-on workshops and community based projects have culmi-
nated in the creation of permanent communal based artworks.  Prince has operated under the credo, ñyour imagination is your only limitationò. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Kings-Solomon-and-Sheba by Steve Prince 
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Cycles I, II, III by Steve Prince 
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Steve is primarily known for Printmaking, Drawing, and Sculpture, but he views himself as a generalist in terms of his artistic practice.  Steve views art media as a 
linguist looks at languages. Steve believes as an artist one has the ability to delve into the huge array of artistic styles and processes in order to speak about the hu-
man condition. 

 
At this stage of Steveôs career, he can isolate five (5) transcendental moments in his life that have deeply influenced his artwork and career: 1. Growing up in New 
Orleans, 2. My undergraduate and graduate school experience, 3. Getting married, 4. Having children, and 5. Teaching at virtually every level of school. 
 
Steveôs creative process involves the development of detailed sketches, followed by extensive research to formulate layered symbolism and metaphors within my 
artwork.  He spends an average of three (3) to five (5) hours a day in the studio, and as many as ten (10) to twelve (12) hours a day depending on the complexity of 
the project.  Steve is enamored with history, mythology, and the power of the human spirit to endure and overcome obstacles. 
 
In Steveôs work he attempts to challenge his audience to think and ponder our agency in perpetuating damaging stereotypes.  Steve endeavors to enlighten his audi-
ence about stories that have been obscured or forgotten.  He attempts to not just make commentary about what is happening societally, but offer answers to this 
human condition for us all to aspire to. 
 
Your noted for performing live drawings. Tell us about that process and experience.   
ñCreating artwork live is very invigorating.  It is a beautiful time to demystify the borders between the artist and the audience and offer people a unique peek into my 
creative process.  Viewers are able to see how I problem solve to take disparate elements that are foundationally simplex and end up with a complex structure that is 
reflective of a keen understanding of space, form, and conceptual ideas.ò 



 

 

As an African American artist have you experienced any challenges or barriers being a person of color? If so how have you overcome those barriers?  How has being a 
person of color worked to your advantage? 
ñAs an African American man I am keenly aware of the history that is circumscribed on my body, while I am also aware of the power I wield with the power to create.  
Living in a visual society I know that what I create becomes a testament of my ancestors who sacrificed to enable me to have the access to this nation that I have.  I love the 
culture in which I was raised, but I am also a lover of humanity and the unique contributions we all make within this world.  I believe we need to look at history with clear 
minds and eyes in order to not repeat the egregious mistakes of our forefathers and diligently work to create a more perfect union that is founded upon truth.ò 
 
Reflecting on the global art arena, are African American visual artists making an impact, struggling for recognition within the art world, or a combination of both?  
Whatôs your perception? 
ñThere are still many barriers that impact artists of color, and women of different ethnicities.  From my vantage point, much of what is going on in contemporary art is a 
reification of hegemonic power structures.  The kind of work that many people of African descent are producing are not championed in the various art arenas, and the work 
and traditions are largely marginalized in the academic institutions for the arts.  The work by African American artists that routinely gets rewarded in these arenas are either 
abstract or self-degrading and ultimately operate to reify the status quo.ò 
 
 

I Pray That by Steve Prince 
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Steve has balanced being an independent artist and having gallery representation for the past fifteen (15) years.  He has intentionally marketed his work to college 
and universities, galleries and museums, community centers, and within the private sector to clients.  When Steve was in school he garnered skills in multiple areas 
and he has utilized those talents to carefully craft his career.  Steve routinely utilizes elements in the built environment to expose the inherent possibilities in every-
thing, and conversely he views those possibilities in the people around him. 
 
Being an artist Steve realizes that this journey is a slow and arduous one, that requires, persistence, dedication, commitment, focus, drive, vision, fearlessness, 
passion, hard work, faith, and community.  Steve has shown his work internationally and he cannot point to one great show that he has had.  Each experience is 
unique and they have fed Steve exponentially to open up a myriad of ways he can share the work. 
 
To teach, Steve believes is a calling.  Steve teaches because he believes it is imperative that we pass the information on to generations.  To teach, on has to commit 
themselves to study and be flexible in the face of an ever changing populace/student, who like technology, is changing everyday.  Steve shares ñThe classroom is a 
powerful place/space of influence that I regard on a deep spiritual level, because like the Bible says, ñthe tongue has the power of life and deathò.  When I engage 
students I fully understand my position as teacher and that we engage in a contract of mutuality.  I am daily inspired by the vision and youthful exuberance of my 
students and I attempt to create a space where students feel safe and free to create, while being challenged to go beyond the stereotypic, clich®d creation.ò 

 
Steve interjects ñWe do not exist in a vacuum, and as artists it is imperative for your personal growth to engage other artistsò.  Steveôs entire career he has collabo-
rated with other artists in varying capacities; two person and group showing, doing commissioned work, conducting workshops, teaching at academic institutions, 
and offering critiques of each otherôs work. 
 
Whatôs your advice for emerging artist considering the changing landscape of the art world? 
ñTo be an artist is extremely challenging and demanding.  Art must be your passion in order to make it in this competitive environment.  I encourage emerging 
artists to stay true to their vision and craft, and do not compromise your morals to do this work.  It requires a thick skin in the face of rejection from various com-
petitive opportunities.  One must be persistent, dedicated, calculated, and focused in order to create a stable stream of income and stability of your career and 
home.ò 
 
Tell us about some of your exciting upcoming projects.  
ñI am currently working on a body of work titled ñOld Testament Series.ò The premise of the series is that true love is like an old testament made new each day. I 
am re-contextualizing the thirty-nine books of the Old Testament, fashioning the text as a love story.  ñOld Testament Seriesò is a series of linoleum cuts on paper 
that tell a story about a couple trying to maintain a covenantal relationship amid the complexities of home life and the temptations and distractions of society. I 
created a community based project called the ñBig Zipperò, where I metaphorically utilize the history of the zipper, which was invented in Meadville, Pennsylvania, 
as a symbol of community connectedness. I worked with over 600 community members to create a 4ô x 32ô woodcut that we printed with a steamroller.  The pro-
ject is ongoing as we plan to add to the zipper print to extend past a city block.ò 

 

 

Bird in Hand: Second Line for Michigan  by Steve prince 



 

 

 

Visit Steve Prince art portfolio at http://www.eyekons.com/steve_prince 

 

Watch Steve Prince ós Videos: 

Steve Prince explains Bird in Hand - ArtPrize 2012 
 
CRTW: Germantown Fire Station 34 Mural Depicting 9-11 Completed by Artist Steve Prince 
 
Steve Prince - Bird in Hand: Second Line for Michigan 
 
Artist Steve Prince Steamroller Party at MOCA 
 
Steve Prince explains "Bird in Hand" - ArtPrize 2012 
 

http://www.eyekons.com/steve_prince
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Job-Take-Me-to-the-Water by Steve Prince 
Job Take Me to the Water  b y Steve Prince  



 

 

 

BZ4 by Steve Prince 

 

Watch artist  Steve Prince Steamroller Party at MOCA 


